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Republicans, Dems
dispute the proposed
Unborn Victims Act
ing unborn children."
However, Democrats
contc.nd it IS nothing more
Under current federal than the GOP's latest atlaw, any individual who tempt to strip women of
commits a violent crime their reproductive rights
against a pregnant woman by defining the fetus as a
receives no additional separate person from the
punishment for killing or mother, thus requiring
injuring the woman's un- separate rights.
born child during the
This past Thursday,
event of the crime. There- March 15, several legislafore, except m those states tors of the House gathered
that recognize unborn to discuss the updated
children as victims of such bill.
crimes, killing or injuring
Ranking Democrat on
an unborn child during the House Judiciary's
the event of a violent Constitutional subcomcrime has no legal conse- mittee, Rep. Jerrold
quences.
Nadler of ew York, said,
A House panel is cur- "The implication seems to
rently taking into consid- be that this bill is driven
eration a bill-Unborn by the politics of aborVictims of Violence Act of tion."
2001, H.R. 503-that
The bilJ'ssponsor, Rep.
would make it a federal Lindsay Graham, R-S.C.,
crime to kill or injure a fe- responded to Nadler by
tus, or unborn child, dur- saying, "I think most
ing a violent criminal act. Americans see the need
According to Rep. for this and understand
Steve Chabot, R Ohio, the the logic of it. States have
act would insure that
See Dispute,
criminals are "justl} pun
page 4
ished for injuring or kill-

By Matt Stokes
News ffiiter

UAH student wounded in
armed robbery on ca1npus
By Allison
Caputo
News ffiiter
A student was
wounded in an armed
robbery on Thursday,
March 8 at approximately 2 a.m.
Details about the suspects are limited, but the
student - who campus
police say wishes to remain anonymous- says
he was exiting the engineering building through
the back door, when he
was approached by two
black males approximately in their late teens
or early twenties.
The men asked the
victim what time it was.
When the victim replied,
the perpetrators proceeded with further conversation.
One man pulled a
krufe and asked the victim to hand over his wallet. The victim complied.
The man then asked
what the victim had in

A UAH student was wounded in an armed robbery wt Thursday while exiting
the back door of the engineering building. (Photo by Danphne Rogers)

his backpack.
The victim, searching
the contents of the backpack, found pepper spray
and sprayed the unarmed
man. The armed man at-

tacked the victim. The victim suffered a minor knife
wound to the arm.
After the victim gave
the men his wallet, $24 in
cash, a pocket computer,

and a cell phone, the two
men fled the scene in a
late 80's, 4- door, white

See Robbery,
pages

UAH Charger Cafeteria improves health rating
By Carter Garza
News Writer
Health Department inspectors have awarded
UAH's Ch.uger Cafeteria
with a new health rating
of 82. The twelve-point
improvement from Ja,_t
month's rating return
UAH's only on-campus
UAH'• Ow-ger Queteria
brought ita health rating
up from laat month'•
rating of 70 pen:ent to 82
percent. (Photo by J.
Caleb Canton)
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eating establishment to a
decent level of sanity and
service.
Last month's rating of
70 percent was the result
of poor cleanliness, poor
organization, a grease
spill, and a faulty dishwasher, all of which have
since been addres ed by
the cafct\?ria management.
In the latest inspection
by Huntsville and Madion County Health Department inspectors, the
Charger Cafeteria was
cited with ~veral minor
infractions of the health

code. These resulted from
items of minor concern,
such as a puddle of water
on the floor beneath the
ice machine to the location
of trash receptacles and
food preparation tables.
The only major violation of health codes had to
do with a trashcan that
had been temporarily
plaCl.>d in front of a sink.
The error was corn.'Cted on
site during the inspection
but still resulted in a loss
of points.
Overall the inspection
was very favorable.

Baseball
maintains top
ranking

Opportunity to
witness Tibetan
sacred dance
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The main issue raised
by the February inspection was the status of the
cafeteria dishwasher. The
dishwasher uses a chlorine-based chemical treatment to sanitize trays and
utensils. The February
health code violation wa
due to the machine's
faulty sensor array that
failed to detect the absence
of the cleaning fluid that
triggers dispensation.
This malfunction has now

See Improves,
page3
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UAH graduating senior, Bjornle,
awarded a Princeton fellowship

Teck

talk
By Greg
Bacon

By Jennifer Hill
News Knier

1idatology
ffimr

UAH graduating senior, Shane Bjornle, was
recently handed an amazing opportunity to conduct his graduate's studies at Princeton through a
fellowship that covers all
tuition costs and will grant
him a $14,000 yearly stipend. Bjomle, a 4.0 history major, spoke matterof-factly about his opportunity to attend Princeton
and stated he had difficulty deciding between
going to Princeton or purs uing his passion for medieval history in Leeds,
England. At Princeton, he
will be involved in a fiveyear program that will
lead to his obtainment of
a Ph.D. in medieval history.
Bjornle served as the
president of the Society for
Ancient Languages for

gbacon@cs.uah.edu.

A couple of columns ago, I wrote about keeping more of your money and growing that money
by investing. This is a tech column, so let's talk
numbers. In the aforementioned column, I mentioned that the historical annualized return of the
S&P 500, which, according to Standard & Poor's,
is a group of "500 stocks chosen for market size,
liquidity, and industry group representation", is
11 percent That's like having a savings account
that pays interest at 11 percent per year. (If you
find Sllch an account, please let me know because
even if you have a money market account at
Redstone with a minimum balance of $100,000,
you onlyeamS percent interest.) How would you
like to earn 18 percent per year? It's easy to do
and legal: start a credit card company.
Now before you write me off as having eaten
one Charger Cafe chicken finger too many and
move on to Caleb's SCA column, of course I know
that the typical college student doesn't have the
resources to start a credit card company. Duh.
According to the wise guys at The Motley Fool
(http:/ /www.fool.com/), Americans carry an average credit card balanceof$5.800, wruchamounts
to yearly interest payments of nearly a thousand
dollars! Wouldn't you rather spend that thousand
bucks on new clothes or meals out or pints of
Guinness or monetary awards to your humble
technology correspondent? Unlike investing,
where your money grows exponentially with time,
carrymg credit card debt means some rich fatcat
JS getting even richer off the sweat of your back
and that your money is shrinking with time. Of
course, the credit card companies like to hide the
fact that they're bleeding you a drop at a time by
sending out solicitations and offering low-interest balance transfers.
We're heading toward crisis. America is a n,1tion of people who, for the mo:.t part, are terrible
with money. Here at UAH, a forward-thinking,
technologically oriented research university, the
general education requirements for all degrees are
full of classes in histor)~ literature, the arts, foreign languages and so on, but not even one hour
of GER is devoted to personal finance. In 1996,
according to US News and World Report, those
with college degrees earned nearly double on average the amount of those with only a rugh school
diploma. Higher education is squandering an
opportunity to influence the people in which the
majority of America's future wealth will be concentrated. Being bad with money can cause a
multitude of problems. Marriage counselors identify money as the source of many, many conflicts
between married couples. Imagine if, in response
to pressure from their girlfriends to get married,
more men demanded that their sweeties eliminate
their credit card debt tirst. (How's that for turning the tables on the show-me-a-commitment argument?) Marriage rates would drop to an alltime low!
We're a culture of spenders, and we love the
idea of buy-now-pay-later. Never was this more
obvious than in the debate surrounding the recent
passage of bankruptcy reform in the Congress. I
was stunned to see politicians say that people have
a right to walk away from their debts. There's no
such thing as a free lunch, so those who abuse
bankruptcy leave it to the responsible among us
to pay their debt. Do you think the credit card
companies simply absorb the losses?
Don't get the impression that all debt is bad.

See Baco~ page 5

two years (1998-1999) and
was a member of Dr.
Fitzpatrick's Advisory
Council in addition to being involved with several
honor societies. Bjomle
spoke quite humbly about
his opportunity to study
late antique and early medieval history at Princeton
with Professor Peter
Brown, who is widely
noted as one of the most
eminent ancient historians
of the century. Approximately 250 applications
were submitted to
Princeton for the fellowship and Bjornle was one
of fifteen to win the
award. Bjornle contributed much of his success
to his deep involvement
with the history department and the Society for
Ancient Languages.
However, the ex-manager of a California Barnes
& Noble store seemed
largely unaffected by the

massiveness of his opportunity and extensively
praised the History Department for its "quality
of education" and humbly
stated, "l think the individuals to whom rowe the
most for my intellectual
development are Dr.
Gerberding, Dr. Dunar,
and Dr. Joyce from the Art
History department." He
readily expressed his enthrallment that Dr.
Gerberding, to whom he
attributes his training in
Latin, had a degree in medieval history from Oxford.
Bjornlie admitted to
being fascinated and aweinspired by history from a
very young age for its
multi-disciplinary characteristics and spoke with an
indescribable sense of excitement.
"Its not just history,"
said Bjornle. "You look at
the art, architecture and

language and begin to
understand the culture!"
When asked to speak of
the first time history
" came alive" for him
Bjomlie avidly described
a trip to Italy he took with
Dr. Gerberding and Dr.
Jeff Nelson from the English department. Boyish
excitement edged his
voice as he spoke of climbing a hill in Italy to examine the ruins of one of
Tiberius' palaces and visiting a medieval church
near Venice.
"That was the first time
history became something
tangible to me," said
Bjorn lie. " And, that's
when I really knew that I
wanted to study medieval
history."
With Princeton beckoning on the horizon of his
future, Bjornlie slated that

See Fellowship,
page3

Across the Campus
What are you doingfor Spring Break?

Photos by Dauphne Rogers

Kam.ran

Michelle

Rashiv

Pratt

Junior
Marketing

Junior
Nursing

Christina Elizabeth
Brice
Vanzandt
Sophomore
Communication

Arts
"Camping in the Smokey
Mountains."

"Staying home and catching up on things I didn't
do the rest of the semester."

"I'm staying here to
sleep."

Junior
Finance and
Marketing
" I'm going to Costa Rica-:fun in the sun-and 5 t1ll
try to catch up on some of
my work."

Women's Communiry Health Center
Abortion S ervice
Free Regular Pregnancy Testing
Huntsville's Only Clinic
Licenced by the State of
Alabama to perform Abortions

533.9228
131 Longwood Dr. SW

Toll Free
1-800-666-9228
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Sigma Nu takes victory at slow Greek Week
By Pabick Bobo
News Writer
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Greek Week 2001 got
off to a bumpy start last
week as the festivities on
March 12 were cancelled
due to weather. Tuesday,
March 13 was no better as
the
much-criticized
Prophets for Profit played
in Mom's.
Then on Wednesday,
March 14 things started to
pick up. The moon pieeating contest previously
scheduled for Monday
was held, and the first
points were awarded.

Delta Zeta's Katie Powers, he would have won anyPi Kappa Alpha's Mark way, since he was the only
Mizell, and Sigma Nu's one there with an authenChris Robison competed tic afro.
with Sigma Nu emerging
After winning ten
as the victor in a ten-point points for best costume,
lead over the Delta Zetas. Sigma Nu extended its
Later that night, Satur- lead over the Delta Zetas
day Night Fever was to twenty. Thursday' s
shown in Chan Audito- events shifted off campus
rium.
Points were to a local bowling alley,
awarded based on atten- where teams of four from
dance and best costume. each organization comOnly three Greek organi- peted for ten points. Led
zations were represented by Neil Osterc with a team
and only one person high of 222, Jason Walson,
dressed up. Dale Jobes, of Keith Sudberry, and Justin
Sigma Nu, wore his favor- Sharber of Delta Chi
ite seventies clothes, but emerged with the points.

Going into the final day of
competition, Delta Chi
trailed the Delta Zetas by
five and the Snakes by
twenty-five.
On the final day of
competition, most Greek
organizations were well
represented, save Pi
Kappa Alpha and Kappa
Delta, who failed to attend
the Greek Games. Competing in the modified
trike/ big wheel race were
Delta Zeta, Sigma Nu, and
Delta Chi. After one lap,
all three organizations
were in a dead heat. But
then disaster struck for

P11ge 3

winner with fifty points,
followed by Delta-Chi
with thirty-one and Del@
Zeta with thirty.
The win by Sigma Nu
also carried some disappointment for Greek Week
Committee member, Dale
Jobes. "We were hoping
for a better turnout," Jobes
said, "but this just shows
us what we need to work
on to make Greek Week a
success in the future."

Sigma Nu as Carson Williams' tricycle burst into
four pieces. When the line
was crossed, the ingenious
Delta Chi's and their
mountain bike with tricycle wheels was out front
and received three points.
In the keg toss, all
present organizations
competed for the three
points. Strong throws by
Sigma Nu, Alpha Tau
Omega, and Delta Chi resulted in a Delta Chi win
by a matter of inches over
the other two fraternities.
When the final score was
tallied, Sigma Nu was the

Alpha Phi Alpha hosts Annual Alpha Week
By Pabick Bobo
News Writer
The Rho Chi Chapter of
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity is currently hosting its
First Annual Alpha Week
this week through March
today. Alpha Phi Alpha
has
members
on
Oakwood College and
UAH campuses.
On Monday, March 19,

at 8:06 p.m., the Alpha's
held a forum in UC 126.
The forum's topic was
"The Impact of the Recent
Presidential Elections on
the African-American
Community." Forum is a
place where participants
discuss their own ideas
about certain topics or just
listen in order to learn
more about other people's
ideas.

On Tuesday, at 8:36
p.m., Alpha Phi Alpha
held its Probate Show and
Pit Party in the UC Pit.
The Probate Show is when
the new Alpha's are revealed to both campuses.
Everyone was invited to
attend and meet the new
initiates. This year's initiates were Nick Walker, a
sophomore at UAH, Brandon Williams, a sopho-

more at UAH, and Marcus
Merrieweather, a Senior at
Oakwood College.
President Keith Smith
said, "These young men
are the tenth line to cross
into the Rho Chi chapter
since its founding in
1991."
Wednesday was a little
more laid back as the Alphas and their friends enjoyed a movie in Room

131 at 8:06 p.m. The movie
shown was Hollow Mon.
Tonight's
event,
"Rumble in the Jungle
Jam", will begin at 9:06
p.m. A location for this
event had not been set at
the time of print.
UAH member and
President Keith Smith has
high hopes for their first
Alpha Week. "We are expecting a great turnout,

and hopefully the week
will be a success."
Alpha Week's " Black
and Gold Pageant" has
been pushed back to the
weekend of April 6-8, so
be on the lookout for it.
For more information
about Alpha Phi Alpha,
Alpha Week, or the "Black
and Gold Pageant," contact President Keith Smith
at 895-8369.

Campus radio station close to becoming a reality
By Mike

Anderson
For The .Erponent
The Charger Radio
Committee (CRC) is close
to realizing a student radio station here at The
University of Alabama in
Huntsville. At present
there are two primary obstacles to overcome - securing a space on campus
for a studio and contracting a frequency search to
determine exactly what
frequencies we may use in

this area. The CRC is currently in talks attempting
to put their main studio in
the University Center, and
are currently finalizing the
details of this with the administration. An allocation study - a study intended to discern the feasibility of adding a new
radio station in the area should be underway later
this week. With these efforts underway, the CRC
simply has to wait for the
Federal Communications
Commission to open a fil-

ing window for applications for new Non-Commercial stations. At that
point the CRC will file our
applications, and from
there begin construction
on a studio and tower. According to CRC member
Chris Brown "We hope to
have an operational radio
station on campus by the
end of this year."
This effort, led by
sophomore Chairman
Mike Anderson, began
last summer, and has
steadily progressed over

the last 8 months. The
CRC intends to bring a
student-run radio station
to UAH to provide quality entertainment to the
student body and to the
community, to provide a
medium through which
campus organizations can
reach the entire student
body, to provide a medium through which
UAH sports can be broadcast on the FM bands, and
to provide valuable training to students in a number of areas. To date the

the improvements in the
cafeteria, attributing
much of the credit to a lucrative partnership with
the UAH Physical Plant.
"The UAH Physical
Plant has been very helpful in fixing some of the
Health Department issues, and they continue to
help us improve," said

Fellowship, continued from page 2
he had multiple goals of
immersing himself in history and continuing his
studies of "Anglo-Saxon,
Latin, French and German" and hopes to later
"pick up" ancient Greek.
Bjomlie concluded by
stating, "I would like to
spend my life in the
academia-talking tooth-

ers about the history that
I find so engaging, reading the works of the past
in the grand libraries of
Europe, and teaching
people that there are finer
thing:, to be had in a life
devoted to the humanities
than vocation."

Nas!m.
o.c...

Kinkead. "They've always been very helpful."
Kinkead added that
Physical Plant personnel
were instrumental in repairing a broken water
valve on the cafeteria
loading dock .
The new health rating
stands for thirty days, until the time of the next sur-

prise inspection.
The staff and management of the UAH Cafeteria are confident that improvements in equipment
and facilities will help to
maintain the high standards that all UAH students and faculty expect
and deserve from their
dining facilities.

Writers Wanted!!

The Exponent is now accepting
applications for News, S~orts,
Entertainment, and Opinion
writers! Come by our office in
the UC, room 104 for more information..
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volunteer positions.
Any student interested
in this project should feel
free to attend a Charger
Radio Committee meeting
Tuesday evenings at
8:30PM in the University
Center, room 132. You may
also email CRC Chairman
Mike
Anderson
at
andersms@email.uah.edu.

Free Spring Break
Beeps!
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Improves, continued from page 1
been repaired. Also, to
avoid future problems
with the machine, UAH
has in its possession a
brand new dishwasher
that is to be installed
shortly.
fn a telephone interview, UAH Food and Beverage Director Alan
Kinkead commented on

CRC have accomplished a
lot, most notably developing ~n operations manual
and equipment budget for
the station, sparking the
creation of a Communications Board to govern this
and other such endeavors,
and securing funds set
aside for this effort. The
CRC intends to employ 5
paid students and several
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Visionary Guild contributes artwork to APA
By Matt Stokes
News Knter
Thanks to the Visionary
Guild for Mentally Ill Artists, NAMI Alabama, and
the Department of Mental
Health and Mental Retardation (DMH/MR), participants in the 2001 Winter Conference of the Alabama .Press Association
had the opportunity to bid
on an original piece of artwork.

"This is a great cause
and an opportunity to
raise awareness for the
state's Visionary Guild for
Mentally lll Artists," said
Melanie Beasley, director
of the Public Information
Office for the DMH/ MR.
Being an associate member of the A PA, DMH/ MR
received information
about the Winter Conference and its silent auction
to raise funds for journalism student scholarships.

President of N AMI
Alabama and the Visionary Guild, Ann Denbo,
was very excited about the
idea. "We are very glad to
have the opportunity to
contribute to the APA's silent auction. We were able
to share the talent of
Carole Eskridge, founder
of the Visionary Guild;
enrich someone's Iife with
powerful a work of art;
and raise funds for journalism scholars at the

same time," she said.
"I am glad I could contribute artwork to help the
public better understand
and appreciate mental
health consumers," said
artist Carole Eskridge.
NAMI
Alabama,
Alabama's prime source
on mental illness has a
special interest in sensitizing journalists to people
with mental illness.
"People with mental illnesses are one of the last

minority groups in
America to experience ongoing discrimination because of the s tigma attached to their illness. By
showcasing the talents of
people with mental illness, the public comes to
know them as more than
a diagnosis," Ms. Denbo
said. The Visionary Guild
for Mentally lll Artists has
a d iverse array of members throughout Alabama.
Membership includes

painters, sculptors, Writers, and poets. The group
has had art exhibits at the
Governor's Mansion, the
State Council on the Arts,
and the Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts. Ms.
Eskridge h as shown her
work at the Kennedy Center in Washington.
For more information
abou l the Visionary Guild
of Mentally Ill Artists contact Ann Denbo at (256)
353-0558.

Stu.dents from 56 universities launch protest against
U.S. corporate support of military regime in Burma
Students at 56 universities across the United
States fasted for 24 hours
in protest against U.S. corporate and university support for Burma's military
regime beginning at 12:01
a.m. on Tuesday, March 6.
"We demand that our
universities stop doing
business with companies
operating in Burma," said
Katie Ryan, leader of the
Free Burma Coalition

chapter at North Carolina
State
University,
"Desmond Tutu called
Burma 'The Next South
Africa', and it is time for
our universities lo divest
and refuse to purchase
from U.S. companies operating in or with Burma."
The fast comes after a
New iork Times article on
March 1 exposed the links
between garment/ a pparel exports to the United

States and Burma's ruling
military regime. The
Times was deli ve red an
unclassified State Department cable from Senator
Tom Harkin of Iowa. The
cable stated, "We understand that the GOB [military regime] controls distribution of the current
quota and reserves a large
portion of it in government-related factories."
Harkin, a Democrat

NEED A JOB?
Now reviewing candidates for
Editor-in-Chief position at

W:4r 1-[xpnnrnf
Please subn1it a resume
and letter of interest
by April 16, 200 I at the UC roo1n 111

a decision will be made on April 24
for the 2001/2002 school year

has promised, along with
Republican Senators Jesse
Helms
and
Mitch
McConnell, to introduce
legislation calling to ban
imports from Burma. ·
Students, however,
aren't waiting for legislation. "Through its investmen ts in UNOCAL oil
company, the State of Virginia and the University of
Virginia are still supporting slavery," says University of Virginia student
Andrew Price. "This investment offends every
value we are taught in our
schools and universities."
In a tactic used successfully during the struggle
to end South Africa's
apartheid regime, Students at several American
universities, including

Trinity College and the
University of Minnesota,
already successfully pressured their universities to
divest and refuse to purchase from companies operating in Burma.
Clothing companies
JanSport, Kenneth Cole,
and the Dress Barn all
promised to cease sourcing from Burma late last
year after student protest.
Said JanSport upon withdrawal in October, " Recently some collegiate licensed apparel was found
to have been manufactured in Myanmar without JanSport's or the
university's knowledge.
This was expressly against
JanSport's manufacturing
policy. I assure you,
JanSport was unaware...

[and] immediately took
steps to transfer the production to an alternative
facility."
On Thursday, March 8,
Burma, which along with
Afghanistan accounts for
90 percent of world heroin
production, was again decertified for non-compliance with U.S. anti-narcotic efforts. Said Randy
Beers, Assistant Secretary
for Narcotics and Law
Enformcement, ''The Gov·
ernment of Burma has
also been unwilling or
unable to take on the most
powerful
trafficking
groups directly, and continues to refuse to surrender major drug traffickers
under indictment in the
United States, including
the drug lord Khun Sa."

Dispute, continued from page 1
had the same statute for
many years now."
The House debate that
took place last Thursday is
among one of the abundant signs of a conservative president and a majority Republican House.
In President Bush's first
week in office, he reversed
a Clinton administratio.n
policy by eliminating U.S.
aid. to international
groups that use their own
money to actively support
abortion. Also prevalent
among these abundant
signs is Bush's appointee
to the office of attorney
general, John Ashcroft, a
vocal supporter of the prolife position.
An outspoken adversary of the bill and strong
supporter of abortion
rights is Rep. Nita Lowey,
D-N.Y. "Extremists have

never relented in their
drive against the right to
choose," said Lowey, commenting on Pres ident
Bush. "Now they finally
have a partner in crime."
Also among the bills
debated on Thursday
wereotherbillssupported
by abortion opponents.
Among those bills was the
"National Rig h t to Life
Act," sponsored last session by former Rep. Tom
Coburn, R-OK., which expressly declares that, ''The
presence of brain wave
activity and spontaneous
cardiac activity shou ld be
considered conclusive evidence for all legal purposes of the presence of
human life, wi thout regard s to age, health, defects, or condition of dependency."
C 0 b um, a lso a practic-

Check us out online!
exponent. uah.edu
,

.........

ing physician, said that he
came to this conclusion by
observing the law. The bill
points out that " in every
jurisdiction in the United
States death is legally defined either by statute or
by judicial determination
as the irreversible cessa·
tion of spontaneous ca_r·
diac activity and brain
wave activity."
Many Republic~ often quote the A~er~can
Medical Association,
which has endorsed the
Partial-Birth Abortion Ban
Act, saying that the proeedu re is highly unneces·
sary. Conversely, many
Democrats argue that lhe
rights of the mother ~re
prevalent, thus arguing
that the mother s hould be
able legally to use hero~
discretion in matters 0
abortion. Many Dem;
crats' further conclu e
that the numerous abortion bills passing th rough
·
d nly
Congress are base 0
on politics.
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Studies essay contest
ByJ. Caleb
Canton

Wednesday, April 18 at 7
p.m. The location of the
colloquium is to be anNews Editor
nounced at a later time.
The Women's Studies
Essays submitted to the
Program here at UAI I will contest should be complibe conducting its first an- ant with a few guidelines:
nual essay contest. The all essays must have been
contest will be judging written for a UAH course
papers - papers written in 2000 or 2001; any field
for either a graduate or of study is eligible, as long
undergraduate course at as women's issues are subUAH-that primarily deal stantially addressed by
with women and/or is- the essay; essays may be
sues relevant to women.
of any length, typed or
Prizes will be awarded word processed; all referto winning papers. The ences must be cited approfirst prize will be $100, priately; essays must inwith second and third clude a cover page, listing
prizes at $50 and $25 re- the title of the paper, the
spectively.
author's name, and the
The top three award name of the course and
winners will read their professor originally aswinning essays at the signing the work; and, the
Women's Studies Collo- author's name should not
quium. The Colloquium appear on any page of the
is slated to be held on essay except the cover

page.
The deadline for submission is Monday, April
2. Submissions can be
turned in to Lear Rowan
at the Department of English in Morton Hall, room
222.

The criteria for the assessment of submitted essays include persuasiveness and clarity of argument, awareness of audience, efficiency of organization, effectiveness and
appropriateness of language, proficiency in
grammar, punctuation,
and spelling.
For more information
concerning the essay contest, you can contact
Merrall
Price
at
pricem@email.uah.edu or
Sheri
Shuck
at
sh ucks@email.uah.edu.
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Robbery, continued from page 1
Pontiac.
When questioned by
campus police, the victim
said he did not recall ever
seeing the two men on
campus before the robbery. At this time, campus
police do not think UAH
students are responsible
for the incident.
Huntsville Police put
together a composite of
locals in the west precinct.
The victim was unable to

identify the men in a
photo lineup, and police
do not have any solid suspects at this time.
According to Officer
Michael Albino with the
UAH Campus Police Department, the likelihood
of catching the two men is
slim, unless they strike
again. Albino says that it
is likely that the two are
bold enough to try it
again, and campus police

only hope the men will not
hurt anyone in the process.
Albino says victims
should concentrate on obtaining identifiers rather
then fighting back. Furthermore, Albino advises
any student or s taff member who finds himself involved in an incident involving a weapon to, "just
give them what they want
and let them leave."

Bacon, continued from page 2
Even extraordinarily
wealthy people borrow
money to make purchases.
Aristotle Onassis, one of
those extraordinarily
wealthy guys, once advised spending other
people's money in preference to your own, but if
his mother was anything
like mine (they're both
Greek, at least), then he
was also taught to live up
to his obligations. For example, student loans are a
great example of good
debt (assuming you
graduate in a reasonable
amount of time). As I
mentioned earlier, a college degree can have astounding effects on your
income, and, even though
the balances may seem
high now, they're tiny
compared to your future
earnings plus you get lo
write off student loan interest payments on your
taxes. Another form of
good debt is a home mortgage. Like student loan
interest, you can also write
off home mortgage interest on your taxes. With

interest rates being as low
as they are now, your
money can grow more
than quickly enough lo
outpace mortgage interest.
I fully intend to be one
of those rich, dirty SOBs
that Democrats hate so
much. In America, we
have so many opportunities, and there's nothing
between Americans and
financial security except

death and taxes. Ben Stein
once remarked that there's
nothing like the feeling of
knowing that you'll still
be able to make your
mortgage payments even
if you're laid off from your
job. Any of us can have
that feeling, and the time
to start is now when any
debt and other obligations, if any, are low. If not
you, then who? lf not
now, then when?

<QJ:4t ~xpnntnf will
not publish next
week. We hope everyone has a great
Spring Break. Our
next publication
will be on April 5.

The average donn phone cost for a college student is $80 a month! With Sprint
PCS, you can get 2000 minutes a month, which include Nationwide Long Distance,
for only S49.99. Receive a FREE earbud and t-shirt when you sign up with Sprint PCS
and show your college ident1f1cation.
The versatility of our wireless phone plans makes dorm phones obsolete. With
Spnnt PCS Nationwide Long Distance you can call home more, especially when
you need money. Ask your sales representative for details.

Sprint.

Sprint Pcs•
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Sports

Charger Baseball opens up conference
play, maintains top ranking
.Sportsline
A QUICK UPDATE FROM UAH A'IHLETICS

Baseball

· Marietta GA

By Danny Parker
Sports Editor

It has long been argued
as to whether it is tougher
to climb the hill to the top
or staying there. Jt took a
few years for the UAH
Baseball team to finally
earn the top spot in the
national polls. After a
week of play at the No. 1
spot, the Chargers have
held their ground by going 4-1 last week.
After sweeping perennial national NAIA powerhouse Cumberland University in a double-header
by scores of 3-2 and 5-0,
the Chargers opened up
play in the Gulf South
Conference against West
Florida on Saturday,
March 17, at Joe Davis Stadium.
After taking 2 of 3
games from West Florida,
the Chargers are now,

Senior Mark Forbus is one of the team leaders for topranked Chargers. (Photo by Danny Parker)
oddlyenough,tied forsecond place in the GSC East.
Valdosta State holds
the top spot in the GSC
East standings after their
three-game sweep of
Montevallo.
With the recent wins,

the Chargers' record now
moves to 19-3 overall and
2-1 in the GSC.

UAHU,UWF2
UAH scored early and
often in this opening game
of the series on Saturday.
The Chargers were up by

a score of 12 to l afterCIIIJ
three innings of play.
The sloppiness of the
Argonauts did them in •
their two errors and 11
walks provided the
C hargers with the extra
base runners they needed
to go with their nine hits.
Adam Bass continued
his stronghold on theampetition as he mowed
down batter after batter.
Bass (6-0) only allowed
five hits and two walks
while riding his John
Deere to his complete
game victOI),
Shortstop Wes Long
carried the hitting barrage
of the Argo pitching staff
with his 3-for-S performance. Long also scored
three runs while driving
in two.
Philip Donaldson and

See BasebaD,
pagel

Softball sweeps Lady Blazers
By Renea

hoping for when they met
up with the Valdosta State
Harrison
Lady Blazers for the secSports Writer
ond time this season. ForFreezing temperatures tunately, however, the lawere not exactly what the dies were able to overCharger Softball team was come the weather and

amurals
Soccer
1, Delta Chi t
1 Llamas of Virtue 0

Si

a Nu 2, Wikin s 1
Individuals 13 KO 0
rfolk 'N' Wa 5

Buketball
S

51
1

a Nu 49 Delta Chi 25
PKA-A 78 Taus 47
a Nu-B 34 Pikes-8 25 Individuals 46 Stars 27
Hard Wav
·

pick up two big Gulf Braverman led off the inSouth Conference wins at n ing with a single, ~nd
Renea Harrison hit a
home.
The Chargers (19-"i) homerun to right field.
were looking forward to The score was tied 3-3 gotheir first home GSC i ng into the seventh ingame, but things became ning.
Davis held off the Lady
a bit unsettling as the
Lady Blazers quickl y Blazer bats in the top of
killed the Chargers 1-0 the seventh, and the stage
lead and jumped ahead 3- was set for the Charger
1 on a Rach el Milligan victory. Shannon Sims led
off with a single, and Sara
homerun.
Valdosta State was bat- Winn pinch ran for her.
ting below .230 as a team Davis bunted, and was
coming into this game, but safe al first as the Lady
their bats evidently came Blazers made a throwing
alive at the prospect of error attempting to t:hJ'OW
defeating the Chargers, Winn out at second base•
and they belted out seven Braverman singled down
hits off of sen ior Lane the left field, scoring W'UlJ\
Dav is (10-2).
and picking up the win·
ning RBI for the ChargersNot to be outdone
" ll is a good feeling to
however, UAH pounded
Lady Blazer hurler Lind- know that your team can
say Ellingsworth for 11 come from behind a~d
hits. Trailing 3- 1 in the win " Braverman said,
sixth inning, the Chargers " An~body can play goad
finally managed to put and be confident when
some hits together. Kristi they are winning."

UAH8, VSU6
Katrina
Fomich
improved her pitching
record to 6-0 with a win
over Valdosta State on
Saturday. (Photo by
DannyPuker)

The second game was
just ac; exciting as the first.
"They rNlly wantl-d us

See Softball,

page 15
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Women's Tennis comes close to
first victory against Montevallo
By Ronak Patel
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Sports Writer
The U AH Charger
woman's tennis team
sprung back into action
this past Saturday with a
match
against
Montevallo. The ladies,
which came into the contest winless in their previous seven series, played
their best tennis of the
year thus far against their
Gulf South Conference
counterpart, Montevallo.
But in the end, Montevallo
prevailed by winning five

matches to UAH's four.
The loss in the series
dropped the ladies record
to 0-8 overall.
The singles results for
UAH were highlighted by
the victories of Jill
Camacho, who soundly
defeated Jenny Walls 6-1,
6-4, and by the play of
Mary Beth Key. Key defeated Jennifer Oscarson
of Montevallo in a rout at
6-2 and 7-5.
Carrie Gracey won
what was perhaps the best
match of the day over
Sondra
Hatcher

(Monte\allo). The score of
the contest was 3-6, 7-6
(10-8), and (7-3).
In
other
singles
matches, Leslie Smith defeated UAH 's Monica
Barkley ~2, and 6-0. And
Montevallo's Lauren
Ryerson defeated UAH's
Elizabeth Miller 6-1, and
6-0 in the other singles
match.
The doubles results are
as follows: Gracey/Key
(UAH) def.
Walls /
Hatcher (Montevallo) 8-2,
Oscarson /S mith
(Montevallo)
def.

Sports Writer
The UAH Women's
Soccer team, hoping to
build off of last year's success, have signed three
new players to national
letter of intents during the
2001 spring signing period.
Kara Pearson, Emily
Holder, and Asleigh Wilson will be joining this upand-coming soccer program next year here at
UAH.
Pearson, who hails
from Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
comes lo UAH with a
reputation of being a solid
defender. She will solidify
the sweeper and marking
back positions for the
Lady Chargers.
"Pearson is an experienced defender," UAH
head coach Lincoln
Ziyenge said about his
first signee. "She was an
all-state performer last
year and a starter on her
varsity team in high
school since she was a
freshman, II
Pearson holds the Oak
Ridge High School record
for most games started.
Wilson was a teammate
of UAH star freshman
Cory Vilders in hig h
school. Wilson hails from
Mt. Vernon, Wash., and
played at Mt. Vernon High
School. She led her high
school team in scoring as
a senior and also brings a
workhorse mentality to
the field.
"Wilson is a tremen-

dous player," Ziyenge
said. "She's a very skillful
player who can score
goals.
"She will play forward
for us next year and provide the team with depth
on offense."
Holder, the third and
final signee, will come to
UAH by way of Lenoir
City High School. Holder,
who Ziyenge describes as
a, " talented striker with
good vision," will supply
additional depth to the
forward position next fall.
"She is a very hard worker
who will provide us with
another option on offense."
Holder finished her
Lenior City carreer as the
all-time scoring leader at
the school with 75 goals.
Last season, UAH surprised the pundits by finishing with a 10-7 overall
record and 4-4 in the Gulf
South Con ference. The ladies also appeared in the
GSC Tournament for the
first time ever in this
institution's history. "The
combination of several
new records as well as our
maiden appearance in the
conference playoffs made
m e very proud lo be the
coach of this talented
bunch of players."
The upcoming year for
the soccer team brings a
new sense of optimism
that hasn't been evident
here since the program's
inception five years ago.
"I'm excited about the
upcoming season. We
have an \iery talented

Read the
sports online!

exponenLuah.edu

group coming back next
year to go along with the
three new signees,"
Ziyenge said. "I hope that
the new players we have
coming in can compliment
the current crop of returning players to make the
2001 season one to remember."
Although UAH made
the tournament last year
for the first time, their stay
in it was short-lived as
they lost to GSC powerhouse Christian Brothers
University in the first
round. Coach Ziyenge
hopes that will fuel the ladies to reach even newer
heights this season. "Our
players are very eager to
build on our 2000 tournament appearance and
make a return trip lo the
tournament this year."
Judging by the performances thus far in the

tS1JeK4
35899

Camacho/Barkley (UAH)

9-7.
The women's team
will look to carry the momentum of their solid play
against Montevallo into
Jacksonville, Ala., on
March 22, where they will
face off with Jacksonville
State University.
UAH's next home
matches will be on March
23 against Catawba College at 2:00 p.m. Both the
men and women will be
action on that day.

Women's Soccer add three to the 111.i.x
By Ronak Patel

P11ge7

spring, one can say that
UAI I will be well s tocked
for a run next fall at the
GSC title.
The Lady Chargers
routed the competition in
a tournament held recently on the campus of
Alabama A & M. They defeated Montevallo, Alabama A &: M and North
Alabama ra ther soundly
en route to clinching first
place in the tournament.
And just this past
weekend on the campus
of Grissom High School,
UAH stood toe-to-toe
with Division I powerhouse Birmingham Southern in a soccer friendly
game. The exhibition
ended in a 2-2 tie.
Come this fall, the opposition in the GSC better
be aware of this rising soccer power that resides in
the Rocket City.

Highlands United
Methodist Church
3921 Broadmor Rd
Huntsville, AL 35810

Ii('

r

859-0160
http://home.h1waay.neV~humc
email: humc@h1waay.net
Dr. Roderick Morgan, Pastor
~

Sunday School 9:30am
Fellowship Time 10:30am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:00am
Monthly
1st Saturday Coffeehouse 6pm
Good food, hot & cold drinks. digital mus,c.
board & card games!

D,rect,ons
From UAH go east on Sparkman and turn nght
on Brookline and another nght on Broadmor Rd.
The church 1s located on the left hand side.

ByDanny
Parker
Sports Editor

~

String music
in the air
The lights are all out. Fans, coaches, players,
alumni and cheerleaders all gather around the entrance to the gymnasium. The spotlight is tu.med on
and waving arow,d lixe the late Harry Caray's microphone.
The public address announcer is screaming out the
countdown ... 3...2... 1.
FSPN's Jock fg,ns roars in the background as the
crowd is on their feet. The clock strikes twelve and
the players hit the hardwood.
ln mid-OCtober everyone has a chance. Colleges
all across the country celebrate Midnight Madness
as their college basketball teams pull the orange
spheres out of the storage room for another season of
cheers and tears.
The long and grueling road of the regular season
eliminates many as conference tournaments commence. Conference champions receive their automatic bids while the rest are placed in a hat.
Players step away from study hall and coaches
take a break from the office as they all gather around
their television sets. Questions about whether or not
the regular season schedule was tough enough or if
that defeat over that highly-ranked team will get the
job done for those who don't have their automatic
ticket.
Midnight Madness gives way to March Madness.
Hearts get broken and dreams come true. For
many it was their last chance. .for some it will be
their only chance.
Many teams settle with the simple invite to the
Big Dance. Other teams expect to stay on the dance
floor until their team was on top while all the light
bulbs make goose eggs.
As many college kids paclc their alcohol and bathing suits as they head down to the beach, college bas-ketball reams fold their uniforms and grab their books
for the bus ride to challenge teams from acr~ the
country.
Offices and dorm rooms recruit for more and more
entries into their pools to add more green to their pot.
More talk of seeds hit the air than a Co-Op in
Northern Iowa.
Which underdog will take its first bite? Which
national power will bite the dust in round one?
The 2001 NCAA Division I National Champion
will be crowned in Minneapolis, Minn., on Monday,
A~2.
The Sweet 16 was not as sweet to some as it was
to others as No. 2 seeds in Iowa State and North Carolina were bowu:ed prior to meeting their destination.
The talented but uru:lisdplined Tennessee team has
already dismissed their head coach after their firstround exit after climbing as high as No. 4 in the country earlier in the season.
All the No. 1 seeds are still alive - Duke, Illinois,
Michigan State and Stanford.
1\velve-seed Gonzaga and lo-seed Georgetown
.represent perennial underdog and a reminder of the
past respectively.
Philadelphia, Anaheim, San Antonio and Atlanta
all are stops on the way to the better half of the lwin
Oties.
,e
Which team will cut down the strings? Which
team will wear the rings home? Which team will have
the commemorative issue of Sports lllustrated in their
honor?
Whichever team it is, make sure that you hear
some of the sounds of the string music that is coUege
basketball.
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Kawamoto makes his mark on table tennis scene
the ACUI Region 6 Tournament in Gainesville,
Fla., on Feb. 10.
He lost in the finals to
John Mar of the University
of Georgia 21-17 in a fivegame match. The top four
finishers earned qualifying spots for the national
tournament March 30April 1 at Johns Hopkins
University in Baltimore,
Md.
UAH's University Center funded Kawamoto's
trip to Gainesville and will
also pick up the tab for his
journey to nationals in
Maryland.
Kawamoto, the current
Alabama men's singles

and doubles table tennis
champion, also competed
in the nationals last year
while
representing
Calhoun Community College. At the 2000 ACUI
Nationals in Houston,
Kawamoto teamed with
Brian Pace of Broward
County Community College (Fla.) to finish second
in doubles. [n s ingles,
Kawamoto was 10th nationally.
He is the state's only
two-time ACU[ national
qualifier. And only two
other state table tennis
players, Rafael Zambrano
(University of Alabama,
1982) and Adam Brown

(Auburn, 2001), have
earned spots at the nationa ls. Kawamoto defeated
Brown in this year's
semis.
At the 1996 Olympics
in Atlanta, Kawa moto
served as a field marshal
and athlete escort for table
tennis. He also was a volunteer at the 1995 World
Team Cup. While at
Calhoun, Kawamoto, who
is also president of the
North Alabama Table Tennis Club, was inducted
into Phi Theta Kappa.
For more information
contact Ernesto at 8813026 or erkawamoto
@aol.com

Ks in seven innings of third of the season for the
Chargers and all three
work.
Freshman Trai Mead- have come to Florida
ows took his first loss of teams. The three losses
the season for the Charg- have been by a combined
ers as he allowed six walks five runs.
and three hits in 5 2/3 in- UAH 15, UWF 10
nings pitched.
The defensive tables
Donaldson cooled turned quickly over the
down the Argos' rally late weekend as Sunday's
in the game with three game saw West Florida's
strikeouts in 1 1 /3 in- defense falter with an
nings, but his efforts were eight-error performance.
too late.
The Chargers allowed
The loss was only the only one error in the game.

Between the influx of
defensive mistakes and
the combined total of 25
hits, base runners were on
the bags all day long.
It took a five-run eighth
inning by UAH lo break a
10-all tie.
Donaldson
(3-0)
emerged from the ashes as
the winning pitcher for
UAH. Four Chargers and
seven Argos toed the rubber on the day as a hit parade romped through Joe

Davis.
Donaldson was the
story at the plate as well
as he went 3-for-3 with
two runs scored and two
RBI.
Long, Justin Barnes
and Andy Evans all had
two hits apiece.
The Chargers hit the
road this weekend to
Harrogate, Tenn., where
they will face No. 24 Lincoln Memorial in a GSC
East showdown.

By Michael

Wetzel
For The ExpollJ!ltt
UAH junior Ernesto
Kawamoto is the school's
first student to qualify for
the National Association
of College Unions International Tournament in table
tennis.
Kawamoto, a native of
Brazil and Huntsville resident, finished second in
Junior Ernesto Kawamoto
will travel to Maryland
March 30-April 1 to compete in the National Table
Tennis
Tournament.
(Photo courtesy of Ernesto
Kawamoto)

Baseball, continued from page 6
David Gates drove in
three runs apiece.
UWF2,UAH1
The three errors in the
series opener did not come
back to haunt the Chargers, but the ghosts and
goblins of bad defense got

exponent.

uah.
edu

the better of the UAH men
in the second game. Three
errors in the sixth inning
proved costly as the Argona uts pushed across the
winning run thanks to the
sloppy play of the Chargers.
Brian Jesko deserves
some credit as he is one of
few pitchers this season to
solve the puzzle of slowing down the Charger
bats. Jesko (3-5) got the
win with the help of eight

Isn't it nice to get more
than you expected?

3600 minutes for just s40.
With free nationwide long distance.

•
Get more for less from Powertel

Vokia 3390 Nokia 8290 Motorola V.3682

Get a $5 o credit
on any digital phone

600
3000
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3600
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ANYTIME MINUTES

•
•
•
•
•
•
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FREE Voice Mail
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FREE Call Waiting
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Once-in-a-lifetime opportunity 11teFive
Spot
to witness Tibetan sacred dance
By Paul Lindgren
E11terlllimnent
Editor
Given the amazing nationwide success of the
Mystical Arts of Tibet exhibition, the Tibetan
monks of Drepung
Loseling, Tibet's largest
and one of its artistically
most prestigious monasteries, will be coming to
the Von Braun Center for
an extraordinar} international performance of
their Sacred Music, Sacrt'd
Dancefar World Ht>nli11g.
This once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity will take
place on Saturday, March
31 at 7:30 p .m. and features
the
Famed
Multiphonic Singers of the
Depung Loseling Monastery performing with
song, drums, long horn
trumpets, high horns and
the dance of Tibetan Buddhist tradition.
Sacred Music, Sacred
Dance has been hosted in
such venues as Carnegie
HaU and Lincoln Center in
New York and the National Cathedral in Washmgton D.C.
The performance will
include such ancient ritual

The famed Multiphonic Singers of Drepung
Monastery will be performing their characteristic
ritual song and dance at the Von Braun Center March
31. (Photo courtesy of Richard Gere Productions)
pieces as "Nyen-sen: hwocation of the Forces of
Goodness," "Seng-geh
Gar-cham: The Snow Lion
Dance," and Kha-dro Tenshung Gar-cham: Dance of
the Celestial Travelers."
Veiled behind the majestic Himalayas, the culture of Tibet has stepped

forth into the internationaJ
limelight with its tradition
of mystical performing
arts. Until the recent exodus of Tibetan refugees
from their occupied
homeland, these powerful
riluaJs of music and dance
have remained largely
unknown in the West for

centuries.
The Drepung Loseling
monks have been featured
on the Golden Globe
nominated soundtrack for
the motion picture Seven
Years ,it Tibet, starring Brad
Pitt. They have also performed with Phillip Glass
in the live premier presentation of his Academy
Award nominated musical score to Martin
Scorcese's film Kundun.
The
Tibetan
multiphonic chanting was
also featured in the opening ceremony music composed by former Grateful
Dead artist Mickey Hart at
the 1996 Centennial
Olympics in Atlanta. They
have also shared the stage
with such artists as Paul
Simon, Natalie Merchant,
and the Beastie Boys.
Two of the CD's by the
Loseling multiphonic
singers, Sacred Tibetan
Temple Music, and Sacred
Music Socred Dance, have
achieved a top ten listing
in American music charts.
This unique exhibition
of Tibetan performing art
is presented by Richard

See Dance,
page 10

Shenandoah brings Rosencrantz
and Guildenstem Are Dead to life
By Lauren Eiter
E11tmllinment
Hnter

Cuildenstem Are Dead is a
comical back door to
Shakespeare's Hamlet. The
play begins with the
If you didn' t get a acknowledgement that
chance to view one of the Rosencrantz
and
three
plays
the Guildenstern have been
Shenandoah Shakespeare sent for by the King and
troupe presented this past ordered to seize their
weekend, you have no friend Hamlet and kill
idea what you missed!
him. However, the comI had heard that this edy arises, as they do not
traveling troupe was simply take life as it is. Ingood, but I don't think stead they pose questions
"good" sums up the talent not simply limited to their
and enthusiasm that they present state, but encomportrayed in their perfor- passing life and more emmances. I was able to see phaticall}, death.
Rosencrant::
and
Through all their delvGuildenstem Are Dead. ing for truth, they get lost
This play had everything in thought, in the journey,
from light-hearted humor and in the plot. Although
to thought provoking they are lost, their converquestioning.
sation is perpetual and
Tom
Stoppard's continues to build the susRose11cra11tz
and
ense as the t · to fi re

out what it all means, and
more importantly, how to
carry out the King's commands.
Along
the
way,
Rosencrantz
and
Guildenstern come across
a traveling troupe of actors from which they are
persuaded to partake in a
performance, mainly as
spectators of course. However, the show turns into
a game as the}' realize
Hamlet can be obtained
from simply outwitting
thi-; talented group of
rogues. Howe\er, none
other than Hamlet himself
challenges their clever
idea.
This show is full of
sharp wit and clever puns,
but you'll be left behind if
you don't keep up. It
moved fast and was an

exciting ride, and as the
plot emphasized "suspense" it definitely delivered.
In addition to a great
story line, the actors themselves received a standing
ovation, and rightfully so.
Their energy was electric
as they held the attention
of the audience in the
palm of their hands. Their
talent was insurmountable as they exceeded expectation and surpassed
beyond simply memorizing their roles to inhabiting them.
If you ever get a chance
to view or,take part in this
outstanding troupe of
players, go for it! They are
the epitome of what
Shakespeare intended theatre to be.

By Paul

Lindgren
E11tertlli11111ent
Editor

The killer in
her evil eyes
I am convinced there are two kinds of women
for every man. There are the ones who live, and
there are the ones who kill. 'That isn't to say you
would not want one or the other.
You'll find them in the same places. She's the
long, cool woman in the comer of the bar, sipping
on something cruel. Her curves are dangerous, and
her mind is calculating. Or she's the girl out-ofplace, spreads one beer over the course of a half•
hour. Its not that she minds the smoke or the not
hearing you talk, but there are better places she can
be with you.
But don't you love it - talking to that modest
woman in a smoky bar? Her name is Megan, and
you lean to speak in her ear, and her dark hair
brushes on your lips, and washes over your eye. ll
is richly fragrant, and it carries you away from all
the loud noise and the roil of alcohol and cheap cigarettes to a bed -a white bed where that same hair
lays gently like a gown, like a splash of black velvet. In that instant. the words that were spoken into
her ear meant nothing at all. Neither does being
there wallowing in the strident abnosphere of just
another bar. But the jazz sounds great and the
woman's hair smells wonderful and the beer tastes
fine. And if she means anyihing to you, then that
means enough
But I love to sit aside that oaken highway, where
a $eXJ1 woman sits at the end of the bar, with her
clever eyes that swirl in blue. She's smoking a long
cigarette, and she shoots me her sharp eyes. Her
name is Sonja, and her laugh sounds like trouble. I
know this, but I've always sought trouble where it
excites me most. I'm knocking them back, wishing
she had a risky job for me, like smuggling Bacardi
across the straits or blazing across the bush just
above the treetops, some exiled dictator holding his
ass for his life in shotgun.
These are the ideal women. They evoke romance
and adventure, the kind that breed wild troubles.
Nair and dangerous women who grip the stays as
you beat a gale in your boat, the kind who blow
kisses in your ear when you're being shot at They
love the sea and air, and they love to sit across the
bar and court trouble for you. They've slept with
Hemingway and dined with de Saint-Exupery,
shared tea with Lord Byron and sang on Fitzgerald's
piano. And they've lcilled them all. Yes, they are
ideal women.
Few could handle them if they tried.
So you11 have to settle for the girl out-of-place,
the one with lair and fragrant hair, the one with the
gentle hands and a fresh face. The loud bars and
the mighty froth just won't suit her. But she looks
great in a dress, and is shy in her quarters. And if
she loves the ocean, or loves to fly, and loves jazz in
the bars, then you might have the ideal love without all the fatal hassle.
But if Sonja winks, and she smiles sly one more
time, •oti'll be doomed and dead before breakfast.
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Abolitionist John Brown is brought to stage
By Paul Lindgren
Entertainment

Ferry.
Early in the morning
on his last day and in the
Editor
shadow of the gallows
The Madison County that would take his life,
Democratic Women's Di- John Brown writes a farevision will present the well letter to his Abolitionplay Trumpet of Freedom: ist com patriots expressing
Tire Sago ofJo/111 Brown on outrage at the first seeing
Saturday, March 31 at 8 a Black slave, starved and
p.m. in UAH Roberts Hall. naked and chained to
Trumpet ofFreedom por- post. He was beaten
trays the powerful moral bloody by a shovel for
dilemma that has sur- stealing a morsel of food.
rounded historical percep- In the passion of the motions of fanatical abolition- ment, John Brown vows to
ist John Brown, the God to rectify this injustice
butcher of Kansas and se- and wage war against the
ditious rebel of Harper's government that sane-

eludes thirty-one charactions such abomination.
Searching deeply into ters, all performed by the
the conscience of the most critically acclaimed New
controversial figure of the York stage veteran
Thomas
Abolitionist Movement, Norm as
Trumpet of Freedom ad- Marshall. The highlight of
dresses in powerful and the show is Marshall's
graphic detail the age-old portrayal of Harriet
question, "Do the ends Tubman without the benjustify the means?" John efit of a costume change or
Brown committed violent make-up. The play itself is
acts against those he co-authored by George
deemed guilty of grave Wolf Reily and Thomas
sins, and justified his Marshall.
More than a ladies auxmeans with the most laudab le ends, the ultimate iliary, the Madison County
manumission of African- Democratic Women's Division is a non-profit orgaAmerican slaves.
The cast of the play in- nization whose activities

include supporting local
Democratic candidates
and increasing awareness
of the principles of the
Democratic Party among
women. They bring this
special presentation of
Trumpet of Freedom to the
campus of UAH from
New York where it has
been featured at the New
York International Fringe
Festival.
All proceeds from the
play will benefit the J.F.K.
Scholarship Fund, which
is given annually to a local high school senior. A
reception with Thomas

Marshall will follow the
performance.
Tickets and information for Trumpt!lofFreedom
are available at Pearly
Gates atural Foods at
2308 Memorial Parkway,
or by calling DWD President Myrna Copeland at
512-9675 or 534-6233.
Tickets are $20 for adults
and 510 for students and
may be reserved at the
door.

Joy Electric and the fairy tales of music making
By Justin

Edwards
E11tert11inment
Writer
In 1996, Joy Electric released
their
groundbreaking work We
Am The Music Makers. Produced only with analogue
synthesizers, this album is
a sonic masterpiece of
beautiful melodies, great
analog sound effects, and
pristine vocals. Since I re-

cently purchased the vinyl behind Joy Electric, probversion of this album to ab Iy could not have
keep my CD version com- crafted the sonic pictures
pany, 1figured now was a he created with this regrand time to review this lease. This album is all
amazing record.
about the dark ages, and
With music made ex- when you listen to every
clusively by analogue syn- song you immediately get
thesizers, you can rest pictures in your mind of
easy knowing there's dark castles, gnomes, fairnone of the new cold and ies, fair maidens and the
lifeless digital crap on this like.
album. Without using all
Since the album is
analog
synthesizers, about the dark ages, the
Ronnie Martin, the man lyrics all have a fantastic

(~1.\J..l~Nl)1.\Il ()11
A.C.E. EVEN'fS
APIIIL 3BD - APIIIL 14TH

slant to them, which I totally dig. References to
wizards, kings, potions,
and gnomes abound adding to the coolness factor
of the record. And further
proving that he is one of
the best lyricists in the
Christian music community, Ronnie was even able
to weave some noncheesy medieval sounding praise and worship
into some of the fairy tale
lyrics.
Moving back to the
music, Ronnie came up
with some of the most
beautiful melodies ever
for this CD. Just try to listen to songs like " Burgundy Years," "Hansel,"
and "The Road to Monarchy" without getting
chills. It's impossible. Do
no think that the only rea-

son this album is so beautiful because of the sounds
Ronnie coaxed out of his
analog synthesizers. If
you stripped away all the
synthesizers and had just
guitar, piano and vocals it
would still be as beau ti fut.
This is because Ronnie
writes all his songs on guitar and piano before he
even touches a synthesizer.
Joy Electric is a great
example of a Christian
band that is refusing to
follow the mainstream
and play what is popular
these days. This is a band
that is dedicated to making good beautiful music
and il shows. We Are tlte
Music Makers is hands
down their masterpiece.
There are so many layers
of sound on this album

that will take years for you
to notice them all. 1 know
that every time I listen to
this CD I find a new sound
or melody I have not noticed before.
So if you want to hear
pure pop perfection in action, pick up this record
and listen to it until every
song is ingrained in your
head. Let me give this
warning, however, that
once you hear these songs
they will be stuck in your
head forever. Also, if
someone ever asks to borrow it you will get really
nervous cause you won't
want to have this CD out
of your reach al any time.
It's just that good. So go
pick up this record and be
amazed.

Dance, continued from page 9
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Gere Productions, the
Loseling lnstitule, and the
Unity Church on the
Mountain of Huntsville,
Alabama.
This production at the
Von Braun Center is in
conjunction with the Mystical Arts of Tibet exhibit
that on display at the
Huntsville Museum of
Art. The exhibit brings sacred and ancient relics
from the snowy mounts of
the Tibetan plateau to the

Huntsville art scene. Some
objects on display include
those from Drepung
Loseling monastery and
the personal collection of
the Dalai Lama himself.
The exhibit will last
through May 6.
The
celebrated
Drepung Loseling Monastery was established near
Lhasa, Tibet in 1416. Until
the recent Chinese Communist invasion, the monastery stood as the largest
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monastic institution in the
world, housing nearly
10,000 Buddhist monks at
its zenith. Following the
closure and subsequent
destruction of the monastery by Communist authorities, several monks
managed to escape to India where they have rebuilt their institution in
exile.
Tibetan refugees today
live a fragile existence in
the refugee camps of India. Today's generation
could be the last to see the
ancient and spiritual culture of Tibet in its full richness and splendor.
Don't miss out on this
lifetime opportunity to
experience the mystical
art that is the music of Tibet. Tickets are available
through Ticketmaster by
calling 1-800-277-1700 .
Prices are $15 by phone
and $18 at the door. Call
immediately to reserve
your seats.
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Kim Staton
E11tert11inment

Writer
Tire
Bouncer,
Squaresoft's first game for
the Playstation 2, is advertised by the company as
"Play the action movie,"
but does the action game
live up to the hype?
Sion, the main character, is a withdrawn nineteen-year-old. He works
as a bouncer, along with
two other characters only
playable during the Story
Mode, Volt and Kou, at the
bar "Fate."
Suddenly, the kidnapping of Dominique, Sion's
girlfriend, disrupts all
three of the men's lives.
Sion leads the other
bouncers on a quest to
save her, setting the stage
for many plot twists and
exposed secrets.

By Paul Lindgren
E11tmllimnent

Editor

·-
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Graphically,
The
Bouncer is a masterpiece.
Most of the game is done
in beautiful cinematic
graphs. Truly, The Bouncer
serves Squaresoft's motto
of "Play the action
movie," for the game is, in
essence, an interactive
movie with little real
gameplay.
The plot itself is intriguing, though somewhat generic. In the Story
Mode, the player has a
choice before every battle
between playing the roles
of Sion, Volt, or Kou. The
choice determines which
secret will be exposed for
which character.
Playing through the
story several times will
unlock different playable
characters for the Versus
and Survival Modes. The
Versus Mode will keep
players attracted to the

game long after the story
has become old. However, the Survival Mode,
in which the gamer continues to fight enemies
until his or her character's
stamina is depleted, is
more of an annoyance
than a draw.
One of the nicest features of The Bouncer is the
ability to listen to the
original Japanese dialogue. The Japanese voice
actors add much to the
game, and subtitles are
still provided. There is
also an English track,
though the English voices
are not as well done.
The biggest drawback
of the game is its length.
The Bouncer can be completed in the Story Mode
anywhere from three to
four hours. However,
looking at the game as the
interactive movie Square

Squaresoft's Botuteer, billed as "'play the action movie," is an interactive movie
with little real gameplay. (Photo from gamecenter.com)
labels it to be, the length
is appropriate.
All in all, The Bounceris
a pleasant surprise. Al-

though not on par plotwise with the famous
Squaresoft role-playing
games, The Bouncer per-

forms well nonetheless
considering the rest of the
action genre.

Princess Theatre to present travelogue film
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As the final installment
in their successful Travelogue Series, the newly
renovated Princess Theatre of Decatur will host a
viewing of "Bali & The
Spice Islands" by awardwinning film producer
Buddy Hatton on Tuesday,
March 27 at 7 p.m.
The new film on "Bali,
Island of the Gods" ex-

plores the rich and mysterious culture of the Balinese people. Bali's
unique form of Hinduism
is strongly bonded in art,
and permeates every-day
village life and the temple
and daily rituals. The Balinese people feel these
rituals must take place to
keep the balance of the
cosmos intact.
Though Bali is the top
tourist destination in the
world's largest archipelago, the Balinese cul-

ture has neither been de- picture business both as a Office is open from 9 a.m.
stroyed nor "capitalized" performer and as an until 5 p.m., Monday
by the global tourism in- award-winning film pro- through Friday, and tickdustry. Instead, it has ducer for over 40 years . ets may also be purchased
thrived unto itself and His film work on such one hour prior to the film.
continues to evolve by in- popular TV series as Prices for tickets are $6 for
corpora ting new influ- A&E's Biography and Dis- adults and $4 for students
ences into a precious heri- covery and commercials and teachers.
For more information,
tage of life and worship. for AT&T and Coca-Cola
This has made Bali one of has been viewed by audi- contact the Princess Theatre Box Office at (256)
the most beautiful and in- ences across the country.
teresting travel destinaGeneral admission 340-1778 or visit the Web
tions the world has to of- tickets are available at the site at www.princess
Princess Theatre Box Of- theatre.org.
fer.
Buddy Hatton has been fice located at 119 2nd Avinvolved in the motion enue in Decatur. The Box

Silent Page rocking out of the St. Louis
By Alan Backer
E11tm11imnent

Wn'ter
St. Louis: home of the
Arch, the Busch Brewery,
and Mark McGwire. The
only musical act to come
out of St. Louis for some
~e is rapper Nelly, who
shimmy shimmy cocoa
puffed all the way to the
lop of the charts in 2000
With Countrv Grnmmor.
Now that we-,re all aware
of the flossin', you have to
wonder: do they rock in St.
Louis? Well, if you say
they don't, then there is a
new band called Silent
Page that will show you
Just how wrong you are
Only togethe r s ince
January 2000, Silent Page
have been moving along
the bar and clu b circ:uit in
the Lou for the past year
Promoting the music from
their self. released fi rst album, losing Sand. Even
though the band itself is

quite young, singer Matt cals awash in a thick haze of "SpinKiss," which feaLomax and g uita ris t of classic rock guitar that tures some fine guitar
Carson West have been has one foot planted in work from West.
Lomax does overwriting together s ince 1971 and the other one in
renunciate
in the typical
1994.
1998.
Lomax, whose voice is rock ' n' roll fashion some"Matt and I were introduced through a mutual somewhere in between times ("l can smell the seafriend around the time Rob Thomas and Eddie son pronounced seathat l was in a cover Vedder, sounds deeply sowwn), but like Led Zepband," said West. "I was profound when he whis- pelin and Robert Plant's
extremely tired of doing pers the line "There is no excessive use of the word
the cover band thing and me/ Just bits and pieces of "baby," there's no reason
wanted to play some of everyone I meet" in the to disqualify a good thing
melancholy "Superhero." because of one small flaw.
my own music."
Asked what he hopes
The
catchiest songs on the
"One night 1 heard
album,
though,
are
the
the
future holds in store
Matt doing karaoke and I
for
the band, West anopening
track
"Home"
was amazed," he continand
the
white-boy
groove
swered
" First and foreued. "We started writing
together, and pretty soon
we had a good book of
songs."
Those songs were
crafted for a while until
bassist Rob Witte and
3Br/3Ba...Sleeps up to 16
drummer Paul Counts
came on board to form the
Private beach with dock and boatlift
other half of Silent Page.
Close to Lost Key Golf Cour e
Released in the fall of
2000, l..o.~ ,i{f So11dis a canCall 850-492-4929 or
vac:; of alternately penemail at pomullet@cs.com
etrating and angelic vo-

PERDIDO KEY
VACATION RENTAL

most, we want to keep
playing live and continue
to make music that makes
us feel ecstatic. It's kind of
a pipe dream, but we
would love to take this
thing to another level."
If the y continue to
write songs like the ones
on l oslirg Sand, the next
level might not be that far
ahead.

Save the Last Dance
(PG-13) 1:20 4:00 6:30
9:00
13 Days (PG-13) 1:05
4:05 6:50 9:50
Chocolat (PG-13) 1:20
4:10 7:00 9:20
Hannibal (R) 1:00 3:45
6:45 9:30
The Mexican (R) 1:25
3:55 6:35 9:05
Enemy at the Gate (R)
1 :05 3:50 6:50 9:35
Exit Wounds (R) 1:20
4:05 7:00 9:15
Get Over It (PG-13)
3:10 5:10 7:10 9:10
Brothers (R) 1:15 1:45
3:45 4:15 6:30 6:55
9:00 9:25

Mn Ttckets to theMoviesl
Movie 'Irivia:
Steven Seagal, the star of the new movie Exit
Wounds, directed only one movie in his
career. Which film was it?
The f1r-.t 4 people w ith the com."Ct answer for the Movie
Tm·1a \.. 111 win mo\'1e tickets. ONLY 4 pair., of tickets wiil
be given away each week. o phone calls or notes will be
acceptl-d. Ticket~ for ,1ny tnv1a will be d1-.tnbutl>d on a f1r.,t
come, first ~rve basis from 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. on Fn. o
one who ha., won m the la-.t month 1 eligible for any con•
test or Im 1a. Please r;ee Jennifer Sharp in t ~r 1:xpontnl of•
f1ce only between the hours spt.'Ctfil>d above.

P11ge12

Wqe ~xpnueuf
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Editorial
Responsiveness:
Where is it at
UAH?
By Dauphne Rogers
EdiloMII-Cldef
I have noticed something from at- cussed at length. In fact, an internatending ODK's Arulual Dean's Lun- tional graduate student who requested
cheon for the last three years. The ad- that she be allowed to walk this May
ministration at UAH is concerned and presented a petition, which got 50 sigresponsive to student concerns on natures in two hours, to President
campus.
Franz. She informed the panel of adThe vast majority of deans and ad- ministrators that it would cost her over
ministrators invited take time away $1,400 to fly back to the US, provided
from their busy schedules to attend she could get another visa, of course.
this luncheon and make themselves She stated that many graduate stuavailable for students. Questions dents experienced similar hardships.
posed by students are most often reProration concerns were asked
sponded to thoroughly, usuaJly by about repeatedly. Frank said that tumore than one administrator.
ition increases would not be in double
Unfortunately, I have also noticed digits. He also stated that protecting
something else. Not very many stu- students and the quality of their edudents attend this event.
cation was his top priority.
I guess the low turnout goes back
Students were told that professors
to the issue of overall student involve- who had to teach additional classes
ment at UAH, which is not what it would be compensated when concerns
could be by any stretch of the imagi- came up about losing instructors due
nation.
to underpaying and overworking
I was heartened to see one young them. One student asked whetherstuwoman at the luncheon who very dent activities and clubs would suffer
much involved herself in discussion decreases in their budgets due to prowith the administration. She asked ration. He was assured that this would
many intelligent and relevant ques- not happen next fall.
tions. I spoke with her after the lW1Those attending learned that the
cheon was over and was even more two major construction projects are on
impressed to find out that she is a schedule. The fitnesscenterwillopen
freshman at UAH.
at the start of the fall semester and the
She asked if the luncheon was a library additions will be ready then as
yearly or semester occurrence, since well.
she wanted to be able to attend the next
However, whether the computer
one. I told her it happened once a year labs will actually have new computin March. She asked me about the low ers in them is still in question due to
student attendance. She was incredu- the as yet unresolved proration issue.
lous to discover that this was the norm
Plans for the new student dorm
for an event of such importance, in her across from Morton Hall were disopinion. Voicing concerns and asking cussed, as was the winning sports seaquestions of those in charge of policy son for Charger athletics. AU in all, the
at the university one attends should be discussion went \ery wen and stuan opportunity that many students dents were informed about many isavail themselves of in my opinion as sues affecting UAH students both now
welL
and in the future.
But enough of that. On to what was
Perhaps more students will be rediscussed.
sponsive to the opportunity to address,
The Lc;sue of whether or not gradu- or at least listen to, information that
ate students should be allowed to walk concerns them at the next Dean's Lunat commencement the way that under- cheon.
graduates are was brought up and dis-

Bob's Sock Puppet by Chris Millis

Embattled college editors
get herald out at Brown
By S. I.
Rosenbaum
Knight-Ridder
Newspapers
PROVIDf:NtE - Editors of Brown University's
student newspaper on Saturday hand-distributed
4,000 copies of Friday's
paper to replace those
taken by student activists.
The seizure followed a
week of controversy and
ill will that began Tuesday
when the Brown Daily
Herald published a fullpage ad vertisement by
David Horowitz.
Horowitz, a conservative commentator,used the
space to outline his arguments against government reparations for slavery - arguments that
have outraged activists on
campuses across the coun-.
try.
Horowitz's advertisement was rejected by al
least 18 student newspapers, including the
Harvard Crimson and the
Columbia Record. Other
papers printed it but then

all but a handful issued
apologies to students who
view Horowitz's arguments as historically
flawed and emotiona lly
damaging to AfricanAmericans.
The H e ra ld was the
only Ivy League newspaper to publish the ad, and
by doing so enraged student activists. After two
days of negotiations between the paper and a student coalition ended in
impasse Thursday, the
protesters confiscated the
entire run of Friday's Herald as soon as it was put
out.
"Every semester, we're
embroiled in some kind of
controversy," said editorin-chlef Brooks King. "But
we've never been stolen
before."
King a nd the Herald's
two other editors Jahred Adelman and
Patrick Moos - stood by
the door of the Sharpe Refectory, handing out copies of Friday's Herald to
sleepy Brown students as
the y s traggled in for

breakfast.
The editors were there
all day. They had reprinted Friday's paper.
They plan to distribute the
paper by hand for th e rest
of this week. Staffers will
work in shifts guarding
the papers, a rmed with
disposable cameras, so
that they can take pictures
of anyone who tries to interfere.
King said the paper has
alerted the Brown campus
police and Providence police, and they are seeking
a court injunction against
further theft.
The focus of the controve rs y has swiftly left
Horowitz's racial opinions and the question of
slavery reparations behind. Instead, the coalition
of protesters seems to
have targeted the Herald
itself.
In a statement issued
last night, the coalition
pointed out that the Herald is an independent pa-

See Editors,
page14

ACLU: reparations ad m.ight
spark frank talk about race
By Amanda

- because of the discussion it's sparked.
Milkovits
"We need to be proacKnight-Ridder
tive,
not
reactive.
(Horowitz's
ad)
is
a wakeNewspapers
PROVIDENCE, R.I. up call that freedom isn't
Cliff Montiero could be free," Montiero said. 'Tm
expected to be furiotls very glad that he bought
about an advertisement in the ad, and he was able to
the Brown Daily Herald reach into people. But I
that denounced the idea of don't think it's right for
reparations to descen- people to steal the newsdants of slaves.
paper.... I think the freeHe's a descendant of dom of the press needs to
slaves. He's the president continue."
of the Providence chapter
Horowitz wrote a 10of the National Associa- point column as an advertion for the Advancement tisement about why he
of Colored People, which thinks reparations for
is pushing the reparations blacks are a bad idea.
movement.
Some of his reasons:
But when Montiero "What about the debt
heard that Brown Univer- blacks owe to America? ..
sity activists said they had . If not for the sacrifices of
taken thousands of copies white soldiers and a white
of the Daily Herald to pro- American president who
test the advertisement last gave his life to sign the
week, he said he's glad Emancipation Proclamathat conservative com- tion, blacks in America
mentator David Horowitz would still be slaves," and
wrote the advertisement "The re arations claim is

one more attempt to turn
African-Americans into
victims."
The advertisment, sent
to 47 college newspapers
but published in only
nine, including the Daily
Herald, has ignited furious debates. At some colleges, protesters have confiscated newspapers,
stormed into newsrooms
and demanded apologies
from the student editors
for running the advertisement.
On
his
website,! Iorowitz is keeping track of the outcry and
is soliciting donations to
get his message out.
"The irony of attempting to suppress it only
gives them more publicity," said Steven Brown,
director of the Rhode lsland affiliate of the American Civil Liberties Union.
" More people will know

See Talk,
page14
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Spring's timely advent

ByJ. Caleb
Oanton
News Editor/
(}pillion Writer
I am convinced that
Mother Nature is simply
angry during the winter
months. She punishes the
earth's canvas with a
vengeful brushstroke of
drab frost, blotting the colors of the land with a
deathly barren spirit.
And, it is her wintry art
that reminds us that, indeed, hell hath no fury as
a women scorned.
But, the Old Lady soon
grows weary of even her

own harshness, and her
spirits begin to lift. Ah
yes, Mother ature's cold
vendetta against mankind
becomes no longer so adamant - she calms.
IL is that time of the
year when the noble geese
become anxious and point
their aims once again
northward. And, if I may
borrow the phrase, it will
soon be that time of the
year when men's collars
wilt by nine in the morning.
Spring is at our back
door as a welcomed guest.
And with our guest comes
the promise of beauty and
of life. And hope is served
like an awaited meal after
a hard day's work.
The greedy nights go
into retreat and the day is
allowed to stretch its traveled legs. The sun now
takes a longer path, behind a wall of blue horizon, drying up the remnants of the past season's
flood. And from our arks,
we, like Noah, emerge

thankful
and
yet
humbled.
The mornings are no
longer quite so arduous.
Somehow, the heavy bed
covers have made their
way to the floor as an unwanted lover in the night.
We waken to the sounds of
the young bird that lives
in the tree next lo the bedroom, and we listen to the
chirps of the sugared
neighbor children playing
cowboys and Indians before school. And, as the
morning's sun stretches
over the eastern tree line
and touches our sleepy
faces with its motherly
hand, the day has yet just
begun. And in the evenings, the chorus of the
forest crickets crescendo
in unison as the moon
rises and heaven's bodies
are revealed. The smell of
barbecue grills fills the
dark with its light tinge of
hickory and charcoal.
Spring has curious
way of bringing forth
grins on the mouths of

Education dies again
By John Draper

local school taxes than are
others. We find ourselves
Erecutir,e Director under funded in many
o/CLAS
systems with very little
Drama played out re- hope of increasing local
cently in the Alabama support.
House of Representatives
Education is primarily
when Representative a state function. All of
Nelson Starkey tried to gel Alabama's citizens are rehis bill through lhe House. sponsible for educating
For years, he has intro- her children. We cannot
duced a bill that would turn our heads and ignore
require increased local these pockets where local
funding for schools.
support is minimal. That's
Representative Starkey, why
Representative
a Democrat from Florence, Starkey's bill is so posiknows the facts abou l tive. It would raise the
education monies in Ala- minimum millage from 10
bama. He knows that Ala- mills to 20 mills. Systems
bama is almost al the bot- who already have 20 mills
tom when it comes Lo lo- or more of local support
cal funding; however, the would be unaffected.
Slate of Alabama ranks Those with less would
seventh from the top in have to adjust to keep
state funding for schools. stale funding.
Alabama law requires
Starkey's bill would
that local systems provide help raise the quality of
~O mills in property tax, or education across the entire
its equivalent, to get state slate. Even though the
funding, and they all do well-to-do systems might
that. Starkey's bill would not see additional funds,
double the amount of we all benefit when
property taxes required to Alabama's children are
~btain the state funds. To- well-educated statewide.
ay there are some sysUnfortunately, his bill
tems who are much more lacked nine votes for pasWilling to levy additional sage in the House. It

needed 63 votes and only
gathered
54
votes.
Starkey's bill would require a constitu tiona I
amendment and lo pass
the vole must be a threefifths majority. Even
though the final vole was
54 "yes" and 39 "no", the
number was short of the
total needed.
We hope that lawmakers will wake up on this
statewide need, put aside
politics, and vote for the
children and the schools!
We need leadership!
John Draper is the execu live director for the
Council for Leaders in
Alabama Schools (CLAS).
CLAS is the only statewide professional organization dedicated to meeting the needs of school
leaders. CLAS is composed of 11 affiliate
groups each representing
a different area of school
administration and supervision. More than 2,200
members comprise the
state's voice for school
leaders.
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even the most downtrodden, though they may
never admit it. Somehow,
our steps become lighter
and more willing - perBy James
haps because springtime
shares with us its own
Kodrowsld
sense of motivation and
SGA .Pn!slJ/mt
zeal.
kodrowj@email.uah.edu .__....,._ _ _ _,......._--'-- -----____,
And, in springtime, our
Faculty, it's that time again. One whole week
land is blessed with a new
away
from those crazy, obnoxious students. Let
palette from which the
loose,
have fun, and forget about those of us who
Painter chooses. And, a
have
been
on spring break since January.
new song is strummed
Students,
I guess it's just another day. This time
upon the harp of the uniwe
won't
be
counted absent at least.
verse - a harmony that
Spring
break
is finally here and if you are anymakes even the most ferthing
like
me
it
has
been hard to stay focused this
vent atheist willing to beweek.
lieve, if only for a moment.
Before you leave remember to register to vote
For he cannot deny the
as
well
as fill out the Declaration Forms for SGA.
presence of beauty nor diSGA
elections
will be held shortly after we return.
minish its awe. In the
Be
safe,
get
some
sun, and have a great time!
spring, all of creation hints
Cancun,
here
I
come!!!
Donde esta la Boom!
at its Author. Because in
spring's beauty can be
seen a glimpse of the sow- seen there is not simply a renewed with the sowing
ing hand of the Great conjured illusion of emo- of each bursting seed of
Farmer.
ti ona I catharsis, but a spring. For, each seed
Spring is a time of re- small gift. A gift, wrapped bares the hope of new fruit
newal. We are renewed by in nature's graceful little and the hope of life to
the released enthusiasm of packages of hope, telling come.
all God's creation. If we of greater Love promised
Readers can email J. Caleb
are truly blessed, we may and bestowed.
But,
perhaps
it
is
the
Clanton
at calebclanton
feel the love of the sun,
wind, and the rain in the case that our faith is most @yahoo.com
spirit of spring. And, we
might, if we are lucky, see
the love in the birds and
the beasts and the growing grain. For the love
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Job interviews really do resemble Office Space
By Reese

Edwards and
Andy Levey
111/mte Hullllba/oo 111/aneU
A daunting and
dreaded task hovers over
soon-to-be-unemployed
business school undergraduates: the job interview.
Job interviews are similar to being blindfolded
and put out in front of a
firing squad - only
they're a bit more stressful. They all start out
pretty much the same: You
walk into the office building and tell the secretary
that you're there for the
interview. You then proceed to sit for at least half
an hour, waiting for someone to interview you.
Finally, a person whom
you believe is your interviewer takes you inside.
But this person is not your
interviewer. She is the assistant to the administrative assistant of human
resources. You are then
passed around the administrative office like a cold

sore at a frat party. Finally,
you think you've entered
the interviewer's office,
but this is actually a preinterview screening.
The pre-interview is
the worst part of the interview,asitusuallyconsists
of questions like, "So, tell
us about yourself." The
interviewer simply stares
at you while you spout
out the most random and
scripted information you
can think of. "I was treasurer of the business fraternity, even though it
lasted only two semesters." But then, when you
think you are done, the
pre-interviewer resumes
his activity of staring at
you. While the importance
of eye contact is not to be
under-appreciated, neither is the need to blink.
As the interviewer continues to stare you down,
you feel the need to fill the
silent, corporate black
hole with something. You
start to utter sentences
that begin, "One time at
band camp ..." and conelude with, "Did I mention that I can snort dental floss through my

nose?" From there, it's on
to questions about your
skills, which consist of
those things you were
supposed to absorb while
playing solitaire during
business computing class.
"Do you know how to use
Windows
2000 3.0
Hypertext while updating
substandard clearance
files using your telecom
adapter?" Usually, the interviewer doesn't understand this any more than
you do, but the answer is
always, "Yes."
After the pre-interview,
you proceed to the real interview, conducted in
your future ex-boss' office.
Usually, the interviews are
conveniently scheduled
for a time when the boss
has 77 calls waiting for
him or her, their spouse
has left them, the house is
on fire, the kids are sick
and the people from Global Tech are coming to the
office in 15 minutes. The
boss usually starts out by
saying, "So, Doug, tell me
all about yourself."
"Well, first of all, sir, my
name is Reesetholomew."
The boss continues lo

call you Doug the entire
time while asking you
relatively simple questions.
"You go to Tulane. Not
bad. T went to Wharton,
but I always wished I attended an all-female Jewish trade school, like your
alma mater." So you think
everything is going well.
Then the boss drops the abomb of questions on you.
"Tell me what you
know about the company." "What did the Dow
finish at on September 16,
1994?" "Tell me all that
you know about distributing dividends to non-exclusive shareholders who
have coupons for buyout
options when we merge
with P.W. Anderson and
Big Al's Porn Shop, soon
to be known as Global
Tech Busin-Ass?" "Do you
have what it takes to work
in Bruff Commons?"
For about five seconds
after you have answered
the question there lies that
moment of awkward silence. It is then best to let
the boss make a joke or
comment, since your story
about midget tossing

didn't go over too well. shirt. Ted's been at Global
The boss usually asks, Tech for seven years,
"Hey, how's that great drives a Saturn, listens to
basketball team at Journey and Billy Joel and
never does any work.
Tulane?"
Oh and by the way,
"We have a basketball
you'll be sitting in the cuteam at Tulane?"
After the interview, bicle next to him.
The interviewer than
you are given the office
tour and introduced to parades you as king loser
people around the office. throughout the office, and
Some office tours are actu- says good-bye with the
ally known to contain the typical, "Well, we have a
following sentences: lot of applicants for the job
"Here is where we keep and we'll be in touch with
the mail stuff - enve- you soon," which in laylopes, paper and stuff. terms means, "Thanks for
I Jere is where the copier is the resume, we needed the
... Oh shoot, I forgot to toilet paper. We'll forward
mention that we also keep this to Smoothie King.
the stamps with the mail And don't call us ... we'll
stuff. Oh well, when is never call you!"
You are now ready to
lunch?"
If unsuccessful in your enter the cutthroat world
interview, you are intro- of pretzel making.
XXX
duced to Baxter, the bowtie wearing Harvard grad
Reese Edwards and
who's making 600k per Andy Levey are A.B. Freeyear at 20 but will die of a man School of Business
heart attack within the juniors. Comments can be
hour. This is a personal sent
to
reminder that you'll never redward3@tulane.edu.
work at this company.
© Tulane Hullabaloo,
If you're successful, 2001
there's Ted, the guy who
sits in cubicle D. Ted has
half of his lunch on his
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Editors, continued from page 12
per, and said in part: "We find
this paper masquerading as a
University paper, is in fact simply a private corporation ... the
crux of our actions is to create
awareness about our lack of a
Brown Community daily papez:"
The statement also denied
that the removal of the papers
from campus was illegal. "We
have only pursued orderly and
legal courses of action," the statement read. "Over 10 student organizations and several indepencl cn t individuals rapidly replaced the Brown Daily Herald
with flyers detailing our position. Well-over 100 students were
involved in organizing and executing this action. The paper is
free; thus we did not "steal' it."
But the editors of the paper,
which has no African-American
staff members, stand by their decision not to censor the ad. They
say the anger is misplaced, and
shouJd be directed at I lorowitz,
not the I lerald.
"Th.is is shooting L~ messenger," said Moos, editor-in-chief.

~ continued

'Tuey feel like we're silencing certain views on campus, but
at the same time they steal our
papers," said Gregory Cooper, a
former editor-in-chief who was
helping to hand out papers Saturday.
"I wouJd not work for a paper that would not print this ad,"
said King. "I think we all feel that
strongly."
The ad was printed after a
short discussion, King said, but
added that he realized the ad
would offend some students.
Adam Lclyvcld was one student deeply angered by the ad.
"This wasn't just an intellectual debate, this was an emotional issue to a lot of folks," he
said.
"l think the BDH has a right
to print what they want to print,"
said Sandra Cru;,:, a freshman
and a member of Brown Sistas
United, one of the many activist
groups that forms the "ThirdWorld" coalition. ~But the fact
that they chose to run the ad
shows ... they have no respect

for Third World students, students of color."
While Cnu was talking with
reporters, another student approached and warned her that
the coalition had agreed on a gag
order WltiJ an official statement
was issued.
But Cruz continued: "Emotion is speaking for a lot of
people. Which is not a bad thing,
but it docs make things different."
After the ad ran, petitions
and e-mails circulated throughout campus.
On Wednesday night, an angry group of about 60 students
arrived at the Herald offices at
195 Angell St.
The group demanded that
the $725 dollars I lorowitz paid
for his advertisement be "given
back to the Third World Community," and that the Herald give
them a free page of advertising
space to run a rebuttal of
l lorowitL's arguments.
Abigail Shobcn, the Herald's
opinion editor,said that the l lcr-

aid has run two half-page editorials and three letters decrying
the Horowitz ad so far.
The Herald editors say that
the tone of the confrontation was
angry but civil. "The weirdest
part," said King, "was that I recognized so many people I knew.
I wanted to wave and say
"What's up?' but I knew that
wasn't appropriate."
After arguing for a while, the
protesters agreed to come back
in a smaller group on Thursday.
King said the l lcrald suspected the coalition was planning to steal the papers. 'Tuey
said, "lf you don't comply with
our demands, your paper will
not be seen on campus,' " he recalled. But the threat remained
vague. "We questioned them and
they never seemed to get out of
the passive voice," King said.
The deadline for negotiations
was Wednesday of next week.
But Thursday's meeting between
1 lerald staffers and demonstrators ended without l'l'SO!ution.
The papers were taken the

next morning. I lalf an hour after
being dis tributed, the papers
were gone from 10 different campus drop points.
King realued the papers had
been taken when he entered the
Refectory on Friday. I le saw the
orange fliers left in their place.
Furious, he turned and ran back
to the 1lerald offices, where he
called the Brown campus police
and Brown administrators.
"I don't 1-clicvc everyone at
the protests stoic our papers,"
King said. "I think there's some
disagreement even in that group
about whether that was appropriate."
In place of the papers, coalition members left bright pink or
orange fliers, outlining the
coalition's demands, and describing the 1 lcrald as "a newspaper run by Brown-student opportunis~ and careerists who arc
completely WlaccoWltable to the
university's aims and its student
body."
The F11day edition of the paper, which did not contain the ad-

vcrtisemcnt from l lorowill, featured a review of a k>cturc by Dr.
Pablo Rodriguez, medical di.rcctorof Plannccl Parcnthood;a profile of a Brown history professor;
a news story about alcohol use
on campus; and coverage of the
coalition's protests.
Last night, Brown University
issued a statement supporting
the paper and condemning the
coalition's action as "unacceptable." The Office of Student Life
will look into the incident, the
statement said.
"Intellectual and academic
freedom is the cornerstone of any
institution of higher learning and
is one of our rommunity's higher
values," the statement read in
part.
"Discussion, debate and clialogue arc the proper tools for resolving clisagrccmcnts within an
academic commWlity ... The
University plans to facilitate continued discu&ion about these issues."

Brown, Takei said. "When
something happens, there are
many members of the Third
World community who assume the worst. There are
also many member:. of the
community who are white
who are afraid to talk about
race."
Saturday, tension and anger wa:, growing on campus
as the news spread about the
seizure of the newspapers, he
said.
" It':. unfortunate that
thing.'- have to be this polarized," Take, said. "But the
coalition '-lealing newspapers 1s so unacceptable that I
can't ~e how 11 couldn't be

polarized."
Linda Levin has been
there. As a journalism professo r at the University of
Rhode Island and an adviser
to the campus new paper, the
Good 5-Cent Cigar, she's
weathered some controversies of columns, sloril--s and
editorial cartoons that have
sent angry prote:.lers storming into the newsroom.
"While it's painful at the
moment, it opens up some
amazing dialogue on the
campus," Levin said.
In December t 998, the
Good 5-Cent Cigar published
an editorial cartoon meant to
point out the absurdity of af-

firmative-action programs al
the University ofTexas. It depicted a professor greeting a
black student in a University
of Texas classroom.
"If you're the janitor,
please wail until after cla<.s to
empty the trash," the professor says in the cartoon. "If
you're one of our minority
students, welcome."
The cartoon backfired at
URI. Student achv1sb called
11 racbt, and they s tormed the
newsroom, and tossed and
!-ttompt.'<i on the newspapers
in prote,,t. A new minority activi l group callL-d the Brothers United for Action demanded changes, including

more minority professors
and more minority viewpoints in the curriculum and got them.
Levin supported her staff
then, and she supports the
Daily Herald staff " 110 percent" now. The staff is doing
what a newspaper is supposed to do: provide a variety of viewpoints and get the
campus talking, she said.
" I suspect it's probably
going to prove for the minority students kind of a positive
moment, lx.-cau~ it's already
opened a dialogue," Levin
5a1d. " If this 1s what a student
nl'wspapcr can do, good for
the student newspaper."

from page 12

about David Horowitz's
view on reparations than
anyone ever would."
Montiero said he hopes
the protests will bring more
people into the reparations
cause. He wants the students
to join the AACP and the
Urban League, and use their
anger to addre,s national is-

sues.
"The issue is not David
Horowitz. It's the need to pay
back the people in this country," Montiero said.
Underneath the divided
factions at Brown University
- with one side defending
the theft of the newspapers,
and the other seeing the theft
as a strike again.st free speech
- is a conversation about
race and racism waiting to
happen.
It' s a conversation that
needs to happen, s.Jid Carl
Tak••i, head of the Brown
chapter of the ACLU.
"The racial dialogue tends
to be dysfuncllonal" al
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Mystic Stars
Weekly Horoscope
By Lasha Seniuk
'.lhoune Media Seroices
(Week of March 26)
Aries (March 21-April 20)

[mage: "At dawn, a banker rolling up his sleeves"
Message: liming for success.
Over the next few days financial planning is important: carefully evaluate resources for new
opportunities or late arriving investments. Many Aries
natives will now begin a 7 week period of steady financial improvement, renewed employment options
and fast career speculation. After Wednesday watch
also for an unexpected social invitation. A close friend
or relative may now wish lo expand their home life or
daily social commitments. Be supportive, Aries: long
withheld passions may be at issue.
'Iaurus (April 21-May 20)

Image: "On a sunny afternoon, lace bed curtains blowing in the breeze"
Message: Gentle reminders.
Romantic enjoyment will be a continuing theme for the
next 12 days, Taurus. After Tuesday watch for rekindled
sensuality to arrive in all key relationships. Many
Taureans have recently felt isolated from loved ones or
overwhelmed with daily practical duties. Now, however, shared intimacy and compelling attractions provide constant distraction: expect close relationships to
dramatically expand before mid-April. An emotional
week, Taurus: stay focused on positive, long-term
choices.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)

Image: "ln the Sahara, a red beach ball rolling over the
sand dunes"
Message: Steady progress.
Career ambition is now on the rise, Gem. Over the next
few weeks expect bosses and work officials to acknowledge your ongoing contributions to team successes.
Many Geminis will soon adopt a more public role concerning employment or financial decisions. After Thursday expect business communications or revised ideas
to subtly change work place roles. Later this week a
bnef period of romantic isolation or social tension will
end· enjoy re\ italized passion with trusted companions.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Image: "Before class, a small boy drawing a colorful
valentine"
Message: Serious intentions.
Romantic overtures will be difficult to ignore this week,
Cancer. Long denied feelings of love and a high degree
of physical attraction ma} soon trigger fast growth in
key relationships. Some Cancerians may also experience the return of an old friend or past lover. If so, Cancer, expect complicated triangles and unpredictable
proposals over the next 7 weeks. After Friday rest and
enjoy the company of trusted friends: physical energy
and social optimism may be temporarily low.
Leo (July 23-August 22)
Image: "Marilyn Monroe and Madonna walking slowly
through the woods"
Message: The blond leading the blond.
Family and social relationships may be delicate this
week: before Friday expect loved ones to over react to
new information Key areas of concern may involve
~ial triangles or mild power struggles between family members. Both friends and relatives will firmly defend their ideas: stay focused and avoid confrontation.
After Thursday tensions fade: before taking action wail
for loved ones to slowly expand their social awareness,
home ideas or group plans. A complex week, Leo: stay
balanced.
V-ttgo (August 23-September 22)
l~age: "On open ocean, a boat's sail snapping full with
wind"

Message: Moving toward completion.
Work communications and new financial information
will soon lead to greater advancement, Virgo. In the
coming weeks your patience and diplomacy will be
publicly acknowledged: expect officials or bosses to
now propose a second project or team assignment. After Wednesday watch for a close friend to make dramatic changes to their romantic or family life. Quick
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growth and last minute decisions may be on the agenda.
Stay alert, Virgo: fast public announcements are accented.
Libra (September 23-0ctober 23)
Image: " At the center of a lake, a huge white stone"
Message: Knowing the inner landscape.
Romantic relationships will soon deepen, Libra: before
mid-week watch for lovers or new romantic partners
to publicly address past emotional restrictions or indicate a strong desire for change. Over the next 7 weeks
some Librans will contemplate serious commitments,
revised living arrangements or new family promises.
After Thursday home routines may be dis rupted by
complex schedules or unexpected financial delays: pay
close attention to cancelled plans or quick reversals.
Scorpio (October 24-November 21)
Image: "Inside a crystal ball, a softly glowing light"
Message: Reading the future.
This week, Scorp, a previous romantic or social misunderstanding will offer greater clarity and
resolution. Over the next few weeks expect loved ones
to openly discuss past disappointments or
unrealistic home plans. Some Scorpios will now bring
new friends into their lives: expect fresh
romantic or social opportunities to soon affect your
enthusiasm for present relationships. 0utdated commitments will now fade, Scorp: before next week expect important discussions with loved ones.
Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)
Image: "At the bottom of a fishbowl, a gathering of
excited guppies"
Message: Comparing notes.
Past social disagreements or family conflicts are accented over the next few days, Sage. Late
Tuesday expect friends and relatives to leave behind
unproductive feelings or express a strong desire for clarity in key relationships. Areas of concern may involve
home agreements, living arrangements or social triangles in family relationships. After Thursday calm
acceptance and honesty arrives: remain open to key
home changes and creative romantic proposals.
Capricorn (December 22-January 20)
Image: "Jack, wide-eyed, watching a growing bean
stalk"
Message: Magical moments.
Romantic and social relationships will soon experience
new expansion, Cap: before mid-week watch for new
lovers or friends to introduce positi\·e ideas, suggestions or invitations. Many Capricorns will now end a

fairly intense period of social isolation or employment
stress. Focus on building new emotional resources in
your life, Cap, and all will fit neatly into place. Later
this week watch also for increased dream activity and
intuition. Quick flashes of social wisdom are available:
stay open.
Aquarius (January 21-February 19)
.,
Image: "In a patch of cat nip, five sleeping kittens"
Message: Taking a power nap.
For the next few days, Aquarius, rest and reflect on past
career decisions or ongoing relations w ith authority figures. Many Aquarians will now experience a brief pause
before a rapid phase of
employment change or career growth. After Thursday
new work suggestions will be positive: stay open to
fresh possibilities and unusual ideas from colleagues.
Early this weekend contact old friends and trusted companions for added support: emotional resources may
be low.
Pisces (February 20-March 20)
Image: "Hanging low on the horizon, a pulsating star"
Message: Finding direction.
Relatives and long term friends will be introspective
over the next few days, Pisces. Avoid serious discussions or delicate family issues: this is not a good time
to publicly address private family matters or ongoing
differences between friends. After Wednesday renewed
business ambition and financial opportunities will arrive. Communications, publishing, promotions and
advertising will all be positive and rewarding: remain
open to quick money proposals and unique job openings.
If your birthday is this week... avoid fast romantic
or home decisions for the next 20 weeks. Planetary
alignments now suggest that both loved ones and
unique family arrangements may be unpredictable before August. Watch for lovers, long-term friends and
close relatives to now question their own life choices
or relationships plans. All of this is temporary, Aries,
so not to worry. Do, however, find extra time lo spend
with isolated or doubting loved ones. Later this summer watch also for a key reversal of career plans. Almost 4 years of sluggish growth and delayed decisions
will soon end: expect a rapid expansion of fresh work
and career opportunities throughout September and
October.
For prhate consultation
please visit
www.mysticstars.net.
© TMS Campus, 2001

Softball, continued from page 6
in the second game after
our close win in the first,"
Sims said. "We knew that
we had to stay focused on
the second game and not
worry about our earlier
win."
Once again, Valdosta
jumped out in front, scoring two runs in the third
inning. The Chargers
quickly answered, however, scoring five runs in
the fourth inning on three
hits and two Valdosta
State errors. Sims hit a
three-run homerun, her
sixth of the season, to

score Audrey Williams
and Amber Fuller.
The Lady Blazers came
fighting back with two
more runs of their own in
the fifth inning, bringing
the score to 5-4 in favor of
the Chargers.
UAH
picked up one more run in
the sixth.
Freshman Erica Miller
relieved UAH starter
Katrina Fomich (6-0) in
the sixth.
Miller shut Valdosta
down quickly in her first
inning of work, and once
again the Charger offense

went to work. Williams
led off with a single, and
Davis hit her second
homer of the season to
pick up the two RBI.
The Lady Blazers made
an attempt at a comeback
in the seventh inning, but
fell short due to some excellent Charger defense.
The final score was 8-6 in
favor of the Chargers.
Miller picked up her first
save of her UAH career.
"Valdosta State is a different team than they have
been the last two years,"
Williams said.
"We

needed to sweep them,
and we got it done."
Come out and support
your Charger Softba II
team. The next home
game will be April 2 at
3:30 p.m. against the University of West Georgia.

Check us
out onlinel
exponent.
uah.edu

Campus Club Mre
Editor's Note: ~~t 1:xvonl'nf reserves tlte rigltt to edit oil sub111issio11sfor content. Due to spnce requirements, please
lli11it nnnouncements tonpproximntely 75 ruords. All submissions must be given to Poul Lindgren i11 the UC, room 104
or emailed to clubwire@yahoo.com 110 later titan 110011 on 7ilesdnys. No submissio11s left itr tire drop-box rui/1 be
pnirted. A111101111cements ore preferred 011 disk. Announcements ruitlr grnpltics rui/1 not be accepted.
FROSH MOSH '01
FROSH MOSH '01 Committee Meetings every Wednesday at 8 p.m. in Mom's Cafe in the UC. Get involved
on campus and bring your creative ideas with you. Even if you are gone over the summer, you can still help
this Spring and Fall. This is a great way to get experience with programming.
UAH Marketing Club
UAH Marketing Club will hold the third annual SK Scholarship Run on April 7 at 9:00 a.m. Entry fees are
$10 through March 24 and $15 after. T-shirts will be awarded to all participants. For more information,
contact Dr. Brent Wren al 824-6817.

-
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Classifieds
FOR SALE
Two 12 inch Fosgate
speakers for sale. Includes
box, 350-watt amp, and
wiring. Good condition.
$300 OBO. Call 824-6090
(Day) or 776-3602 (Night),
ask for Jennifer.
Oak Jewelry /Lingerie
Chest; paid $200; great
condition; $75 OBO; call
922-9309
1986 Nissan 300ZX G LL
ed. New Engine, New
Transmission $2500 firm.
Con tact: 355-5076 between 7:30 to 5:30 4619528 after 6:30. Email:
briis@dsengineering.com.
Set of 4 American Racing
Atlas" 15x8 inch alumi11

num wheels. Only 2 years
old. Will fit five lug GM
pickup. Paid $600 asking
$375. Call Nick @ 4640541. If no answer, leave
message.

MB Motoring MB6 4-lug
16 x 7 Honda Offset
Wheels w / Yokohama
A520's205/40V /16 Excellent Condition $850 o.b.o
880-7319.

Calculator Casio Power
Graphic fx - 7700GB with
owners manual $25.00
080. 797-7829 .

1989 Toyota Tercel, 4 seats
(coup), 172K miles, 5
speed manual transmission, power steering, new
tires and Kenwood 10 CD
changer system with amplifier and Sony speakers,
cassette player, AM / FM
stereo. Well maintained
and runs great. Price
$1500. Call 881-6851

1992 Dodge Spirit White,
4-door, 6-cyl. Looks Great!
Runs Great! Give Me a
or
Call!
824-2612
newbyc@email.uah.edu
FSBO, 3BR, 1-3/4 BA, 1
car garage, private backyard, landscaping, cul-desac in quiet established
neighborhood, convenient
location, 3305 Oster Circle,
$82,900, 536-7503

ROOMMATES
Male Non-smoker to
share a 3BR/2BA house on
Monte Sano Mtn, $375
month+ 1/2 utilities. Call

539-2948 for more details.

PERSONALS

Two female roommates
needed to share a 3BR/
28A apartment at Ashford
Terrace off Wynn drive.
Needed only for the summer; $185/month, plus
utilities. Call 824-4190 for
more details (leave
voicemail) and be prepared to answer questions
about yourself.

Beta testers needed for a
new web marketing tool,
which will offer the ability to market ideas, techniques,
specialized
know ledge to a world
wide audience. Categories
from agriculture to zoology. Contact us at
TPSOL1@aol.com.

LOST&FOUND
Reward! For finding black
Banana Republic Saddle
Bag with a hole inside.
Please call 325-9898 with
information. Owner desperately would like it returned.

MISCELLANEOUS
The College of Nursing's
junior class will be collecting new and washed used
teddy bears. Boxes will be
in the Common's Area on
the 2nd floor of the Nursing Building from April 2
to April 20. These teddy
bears will be donated to
the Huntsville and Madi-

Writers

Wantedl!
The Exponent is
now accepting
applications for
News, Sports,
Entertainment,
and Opinion
writers! Come
by our office in
theUC,room
104 for more
information.

ADVERTISEMENT
INFORMATION

Crossword 101
" Round of Pleasure "

son County fire departments.

By Ed Canty

Advertisement information can be obtained
by contactin g Terra Tusler, Advertising
Manager at 'fil~.e i xpnnrnf by phone, fax or
come by the office in the University Center,
room 104.
Telephone: 824-6090 Fax: 824-6096
Email: terratusler@hotmail.com

ACROSS
1 Newhart and Hope
5 Farewell amigo
10 Beehive State
14 Competent
15 Lopes
16 Bump kin
17 Punch :Slang

19 Got taJler
20 Plumbing joint

21 Increases motor

CLASSIFIEDS ARE FREE!
Classified ads in 'filq.e '![xpnmmf are free for

speed
22 Charters
23 M s. Doe
24 "Stars & Stripes

all UAH students, facul ty, staff and alumni.
Contact 'filq.e '![xvnn.enf, attention Jennifer
Sharp, Layout Editor at 824-6090 for more
information or bring your ad by our office
in room 104 of the University Center. You
can also contact 'filq.e 1xvnu.eut office by fax
at 824-6096, or by email a t
sharpjl@email.uah.edu.

Forever" composer
26 Ricochets
29Skin hole
30 Decay
33 Ho's hello
34 M ore normal
35 Tokyo belt
36 Follows common or
proper
37 Halrpiec$

38 Peat, e.g.
39 A long time
.-0 Singer Celine & family
42 Mlnlster's house
43 USPO abbr.
44 land measurement
-45 Touched down
4'6 It's a crowd
48 Theatrical scenes
49 Slang for lovely
51 Rave
52 Color
55 Spheres
56 Butcher's offering
59 Explolt

60Chosen
61 Fashion magazine
62 Decent grades
63 Pavorottl for one
64 Expired

DOWN
1 Homer's son
2 Phllharmonlc's need
3 Down In the dumps

4 DCVIP
5 Parthenon site
6 Hammered the nail
7 Promissory notes
8 Tie breakers:Abbr.
9 Dir.
10 Goads
11 Change of mind

12 Assist
13 Cuts with an ax
18 Shakespeare's output
22 One with regrets
23 Mr. Doe
24 Blrdcalls
25 Mine find
26 Chair repairer
27 Stand-offish
28 Galahad's place
29 "Common Sense"
author
31 Excessively fat
32 Played mah-jongg
34 Cussed
38 Groupies

By GFR Associates E-Mail : EDC9432@aol.com
Mall: GFR, P.O. Box 461, Scheuectady, NY 12301
Tl,e 1111$fWfSfor tire crossworrlp,iUle wlll 1M prilltd u, IU!Xt muA-'1 issue.

40 Pub missile
41 Kristi Yamaguchi's need
42 Groening & DIiion
45 Loan shark
47 Prepares com
48 _ _ _ Domingo
49 Flunk
50 Precedes canal
51 DUapldatlon
52 NYC shop
53 New Haven school
54 Supplemented with difficulty
56 Finish a career:Abbr.
57 Barcelona cheer
58 Danson or Koppel

Quotable auote
" It is better to deserve honors
and not have them than It
is to have them and
not deserve them. "
... Mark Twain

(/JeQdlmefor11II c/11ss,jieds to be lumni m 1s no 111/l'r thlm 4 p.m. on tire
Mondlly be.fa~ the ne.tl JJllper IS scheduled lo be publt.Slred. Alljrtt
dllSSrfieds u,11/ runfor fu,o weeks unless othnw& sp«rfied.)

Answers lo 3 15-01 puzzle
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